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Introduction
Following the city’s unrest on April 27, 2015 Baltimore City’s government leaders, nonprofit 
organizations, business leaders and community activists have been keenly focused on how to 
provide better opportunities to more of Baltimore’s citizens. Baltimore City residents face 
significant barriers to employment that prevent many from obtaining well-paying jobs. However, 
there lies great opportunity within the science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields 
for individuals who do not have a bachelor’s degree but are able to obtain some education, 
training or certifications. These “middle-skill” jobs often pay higher wages than careers with 
similar levels of education and offer many opportunities for advancement. 

The purpose of the study was to examine opportunities and recommend strategies to increase 
the talent pipeline of workers in middle-skill STEM careers by:

• uncovering career pathway opportunities; 

• defining core knowledge, skills and attributes that employers find desirable; 

• outlining education and credentialing along each career path; and

• highlighting challenges and barriers faced by workers that keep jobs out of reach. 

Many of the region’s largest employers contributed to this study and have expressed or  
demonstrated an interest in partnering with local educational institutions and workforce 
intermediaries to train and employ workers for these careers.

Of those interviewed for the study, there was broad consensus that in order to improve access 
to middle-skill STEM careers, Baltimore’s workforce development system will need to create and 
strengthen sector-based strategies that identify clear and effective on-ramps and career 
pathways leading to middle-skill STEM careers. Concurrently, they will need to help adult job 
seekers overcome barriers to employment such as substandard reading and math skills, access 
to reliable transportation and affordable housing, institutional and racial barriers, and prevalent 
contact with the criminal justice system. 

This study builds on the work of the Opportunity Collaborative’s reports on the Baltimore 
Regional Talent Development Pipeline and Regional Workforce Development Strategic Plan and 
identifies several of Baltimore’s existing career pathways that lead to middle-skill STEM careers. 
The report identifies opportunities to develop new career pathways and strengthen existing 
ones. For some STEM career fields, local strategies for increasing access to these careers are 
well-developed and workforce development resources serving these sectors are reasonably 
robust. For other STEM fields, resources are underdeveloped with few programs providing 
effective on-ramps for people with barriers to employment opportunity. 

This study brings attention to the region’s promising middle-skill STEM opportunities. A clear 
understanding of the viable middle-skill STEM career paths will be critical to capacity-building 
and effective workforce development investments that provide greater access for more 
Baltimore residents.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Jobs that require high-level knowledge in science, technology, engineering, and math disciplines 
(collectively “STEM jobs”) represent a large and growing component of Baltimore’s labor 
market. Nearly a quarter of all jobs in the Baltimore region – more than 281,000 jobs altogether – 
require high-level STEM knowledge in at least one STEM field.ii Baltimore ranks high in 
concentration of STEM careers, having the 9th highest concentration of jobs that require high 
levels of STEM knowledgeiii and all indications are that future growth in STEM jobs will 
considerably outpace growth of jobs that are non-STEM.iv 

Middle-skill STEM jobs represent a significant opportunity for the thousands of unemployed and 
underemployed Baltimore City residents who seek to move into a career that provides a  
family-supporting wage. In 2011, workers in middle-skill STEM occupations earned 61% more 
than workers in non-STEM occupations with similar levels of education. The average wage for 
middle-skill STEM workers was $58,504 per year, which is above the 2015 living wage in 
Baltimore City of $52,998 per year (or $25.48 per hour).v For workers who move into STEM 
occupations, there are many opportunities for career advancement, specialization, and transfer 
into related occupations with even higher earnings. 

Most STEM jobs require a minimum of a bachelor’s level of education, but not by a large margin. 
According to analysis by the Brookings Institution, a surprisingly large portion of STEM jobs in 
the Baltimore region are “middle-skill” STEM occupations that require an associate degree level 
of education or lessvi (43.3% of STEM jobs in the Baltimore region are middle-skill STEM jobs –
about 122,000 jobs). Undoubtedly, workers with a bachelor’s degree or even higher levels of 
education fill some of Baltimore’s middle-skill STEM jobs, but growing demand for these jobs is 
creating an opportunity for workforce development organizations to place qualified middle-skill 
workers into these positions. 

STEM careers are not limited to traditional STEM occupations such as software developers or 
engineers. Interviews with Baltimore employers revealed that new technology is driving the 
demand for middle-skill STEM employees in many occupations, and is also driving the creation 
of entirely new STEM occupations.

As the knowledge economy in the Baltimore region continues to experience steady growth, job 
opportunities are broadening to include a more diverse workforce with a range of skills. Certain 
sectors within this economy are offering career pathways with earnings that create a defined 
trajectory into the middle-class. This is good news in a region where more than half of the 
residents have a high school diploma but do not have a baccalaureate degree.i
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What are Baltimore’s Middle-Skill STEM Careers?
Baltimore has many jobs that are considered “high-STEM” – jobs that are not identified as 
traditional STEM careers but require workers to spend a large percentage of their time in at 
least one STEM discipline – that also fall into the middle-skill category. These jobs span a variety 
of industry sectors and occupations. For instance, healthcare employs a diverse range of 
middle-skill employees as clinical technicians in many medical disciplines (radiology, surgical 
techs, respiratory techs, etc.). Hospitals and practitioner’s offices also hire middle-skill IT and 
medical records staff. According to the Opportunity Collaborative’s Baltimore Regional Talent  
Development Pipeline Study, the healthcare sector stands out as having the highest percentage 
of middle-skill technician workers out of all industry sectors in the Baltimore region. 

Figure 1: Share of US Jobs that are “High-STEM,” by Occupation

Source: The Hidden STEM Economy (Brookings, 2013)

Healthcare practitioners and technicians (22%) 

Computer and mathematical science (13%) 

Installation, maintenance, and repair (10%) 

Business and financial operations (10%) 

Architecture and engineering (9%) 

Construction and extraction (8%) 

Production (Manufacturing) (7%) 

Management (6%) 

Life, physical and social science (4%) 

All Others (11%)  

22% 

The information technology field ranks as the second-largest occupational category for STEM 
careers. About 13% of U.S. STEM jobs are computer and mathematical occupations – a sector 
that is growing rapidly in the Baltimore region as the region’s strength in cybersecurity benefits 
from global investment in more secure networks. 

The installation, maintenance, and repair occupations are another area where STEM is 
increasingly important. Building maintenance, for instance, is making use of smart technologies 
for energy-efficiency that lower operating costs. In addition to the HVAC mechanical knowledge 
that building maintenance workers have always needed, building maintenance workers who 
calibrate and program building systems now require advanced knowledge and training in 
instrumentation, testing, and troubleshooting of smart systems and equipment. 

What are Baltimore’s Middle-Skill STEM Careers?
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High Opportunity Sectors 
Within this report, the research team has identified current and emerging middle-skill STEM 
career opportunities in six of the Baltimore region’s industry sectors. These high opportunity 
sectors offer promising opportunities for lower-skilled workers to move into a middle-skill STEM 
careers. For each sector, there is: 

• A measure of middle-skill STEM employer hiring needs;

• Identification of key middle-skill STEM occupations in demand;

• Occupational career ladders;

• Training and education providers; and 

• Other resources that can support career pathways into middle-skill STEM occupations  
in the sector. 

 

 

 

 

Sector 

Energy 

Manufacturing 

Technology 

Design & 
Construction 

Healthcare 

Bioscience 

Middle-Skill 
STEM Jobs 

More than

More than

More than

More than

More than

More than

12,000 

3,400 

16,100 

3,800 

30,800 

10,300 

Non-STEM Entry- 
Level Occupations 

• Utility Trainee 
 

• Machinist Helper 
• Machine Operator 
• Production Assembly 
 

• Entry-Level User  
Support Technician 

 

• Construction Helper 
• Apprentice 
• Drafter 
 

• Transporter 
• Dietary Aide 
• Environmental Services 
• Laundry worker 
• Materials Handler 

• Laboratory Assistant 
 

Middle-Skill STEM 
Occupations 

• Line Worker 
• Cable Splicer 
• Substation Mechanic 
• Relay Technician 
• Wind Technician 

• CNC Set-Up Operator 
• CNC Machine Programmer 
• CNC Machinist 
• Maintenance Machinist 
• Inspector (QC) 
• User Support Tech I, II, III 
• Network Support Tech 
• Network Specialist 
• Security Analyst 
• Network Security Auditor 

• Assistant Estimator 
• BIM Coordinator/

Technician 
• HSE Coordinator/

Technician 

• Medical Records Technician 
• Radiology Specialist 
• Surgical Technician 
• Laboratory Technician 
• Paramedic/EMT 

• Laboratory Technician 
• Histology Technician 
• Research Technician 

Wage 
Range 

$21-$28+ 

$14-$20+

$18-$21+

$16-$30+

$10-$16+

$16-$24+  

Wage 
Range 

$20.50 

$11-$18 

$8-$14 

$8-$12 

$12-$15 

12-$15 $

Figure 2: Middle-Skill STEM Career Paths in Baltimore’s High Opportunity Industry Sectors

Career laddering is intrinsic in many of these industries and entry-level opportunities that require 
limited STEM skills have pathways through which workers can move into middle-skill positions 
through on-the-job training coupled with additional education. However, some sectors require 
additional workforce training resources to enable Baltimore residents to fully take advantage of 
the available opportunities. 

High Opportunity Sectors
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Sector 1: Energy

Both established and emerging middle-skill STEM careers are growing in the energy sector. 
Traditional energy employers Exelon and Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE) offer on-the-job 
training for careers that begin as a utility trainee earning a wage of $21.00 per hour. Utility 
trainees can move into middle-skill careers in areas of specialization that require increasing 
technology and math skills (e.g. line workers, substation mechanics, relay technicians, and  
other positions).

In the future, development of emerging offshore wind capacity in Maryland will create new 
workforce development opportunities. Offshore wind technicians will be needed to serve wind 
farms both in Maryland and along the East Coast. These positions also require STEM skills and 
offer many advancement opportunities. 

Despite strong opportunities, there is not a cohesive career pathway system serving the energy 
industry that is preparing workers for specific entry-level positions. According to BGE 
representatives, only about 1 in 3 applicants are able to pass the math-intensive Edison Electric 
Institute (EEI) Construction and Skilled Trade (CAST) exam, which is used to screen applicants 
for utility trainee positions. Workers also need experience in construction trades or a similar field 
to be competitive for a utility trainee position. Because offshore wind energy is new, Baltimore 
does not currently offer a training or career pathway program that could lead to careers in wind 
turbine maintenance. There is an opportunity to create such a program, and programs in other 
cities typically place their graduates into both local jobs and jobs in which workers reside locally 
and travel on rotation to remote work sites for a week at a time.

Sector 2: Advanced Manufacturing

The demands of increasingly informed consumers are driving technology changes across the 
advanced manufacturing sector. Entrepreneurship and innovation are the hallmarks of growing 
advanced manufacturing businesses and these businesses are using new technologies to 
design, produce, and maintain new, better products. Key technologies reshaping the advanced 
manufacturing sector include 3D printing, nanotechnology, predictive maintenance technology, 
and technologies to connect household electronic devices to the Internet – collectively called 
the “Internet of Things” (IoT). 

Creative talent fuels the companies that design and make products of the future. “Makers” with 
the aptitude for innovation, entrepreneurship, and product improvement are building non-traditional 
and cross-functional careers in product design, technical design, prototype build, and product 
service/maintenance. Makers apply skills for creative problem solving, iterative prototyping and 
testing, new technology implementation, and advanced maintenance of hardware and software 
systems (collectively “mechatronic systems”) to fill new roles in the manufacturing industry, 
replacing traditional production line workers or electronics repair technicians with workers who 
apply a combination of software and hardware skills to complex systems.

Sector 1: Energy
Sector 2: Advanced Manufacturing
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For example, the needs of Baltimore’s machining employers are rapidly changing as Computer 
Numerically Controlled (CNC) machines replace old methods of producing metal and plastic 
parts, tools, and machines. Careers in machining offer excellent career opportunities for 
Baltimore’s low-income residents with employment barriers. Many entry-level positions in 
machining do not require a high school diploma or GED, but do require basic math skills, 
especially for working with decimals, fractions, and algebra. On-ramps for machining careers are 
available through pre-employment training programs, such as those offered at the Jane Addams 
Resource Corporation (JARC). JARC programs offer training in a simulated workforce 
environment that has been shown to better prepare trainees for the workplace. The programs 
address many of the basic skills, workforce readiness training, and technical skills training 
needed to prepare workers for placement in an entry-level position. 

Training courses are also offered at the Community College of Baltimore County (CCBC) and 
some employers, in coordination with CCBC, offer apprenticeship training programs. Students 
completing the JARC or CCBC programs, and students enrolling in a qualified apprenticeship 
training program are qualified to apply for entry-level positions as a machinist helper, machine 
operator (trained on a single machine), entry-level CNC machine operator (typically working on 
multiple machines), or a position in production assembly. These positions can lead to 
progressively higher-skilled positions. With experience, workers can progress into many 
positions that pay a family-supporting wage.

As evidenced, training resources in advanced manufacturing are available and growing in the 
Baltimore region but as this sector continues to evolve, specifically the 3D printing industry, 
more should be done to promote and raise awareness of career and training opportunities. 

Sector 3: Information Technology

For workers with limited or no previous experience or education in information technology, an 
entry-level user support technician is a common point of entry into the IT workforce. With 
experience, workers can progress into tiered technical support (levels I, II, and III) and into 
positions in network support (e.g. network technician, specialist or analyst), system administration, 
or fields such as information assurance auditing, forensics, network engineering & architecture, 
application development, software development, and programming. 

The Baltimore region has the infrastructure to deliver the education needed to begin a career in 
IT. Maryland Career Technology Education (CTE) programs offer high school students on-ramps 
to careers in IT and educational institutions – such as the University of Maryland, Baltimore 
County (UMBC), the Community College of Baltimore County (CCBC) and Baltimore City 
Community College (BCCC) – offer education leading to a certificate or associate degree. 
Incumbent IT workers with previous work experience can access programs like CyberWorks, an 
industry-led, workforce development program designed to help Maryland companies fill their 
cybersecurity needs with qualified candidates. One program new to the Baltimore area that is 
providing a strong on-ramp for inexperienced workers to enter the IT field is Year Up, a 
12-month program that provides a combination of IT technical training, job readiness skills, 
college credits, and a 6-month work internship with a local IT employer. 

Sector 3: Information Technology
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In interviews, IT employers report that a bachelor’s degree is required for most positions 
because it is an indication that a worker is likely to be able to learn and work with new 
technologies as they develop. When considering a candidate without a bachelor’s degree, 
employers report that certifications are helpful, but often they look to the scope of a worker’s 
previous work experience to indicate if s/he is qualified for the position. A portfolio of previous 
work demonstrates that a worker has the skills to learn independently and solve problems. 

To boost on-ramps into IT careers more programs are needed to give workers experience 
through internships, opportunities to work on short-term projects, or strategies to help workers 
build a portfolio of previous work. More models like Year Up are needed to give workers the 
years of experience and training needed to establish an IT career. 

Sector 4: Design & Construction

Construction trades such as plumbing, electrical, carpentry, and HVAC are the most common 
entry-point into the construction industry. Apprenticeships in these fields require math skills and 
the ability to work with new construction technologies as they are introduced. Industry leaders 
report that advances in technology, Building Information Modeling (BIM), and retrofitting 
represent dramatic changes for the construction industry and will continue to drive change over 
the next decade. Technologies like mobile computing, GPS, and other new emerging 
construction-related software are expected to become every day tools and employers report 
concern that there are few workers skilled in these technologies.vii 

Adoption of BIM technology, in particular, is driving the creation of new BIM-related occupations 
across the architectural, engineering and construction fields. Some of the traditional jobs in the 
building industry – including draftsman positions, cost estimator positions, and project manager 
positions – are transitioning into high-tech building modeler positions, BIM technicians, BIM 
coordinator, and BIM cost estimator positions. These positions require many of the same skills 
as traditional occupations, but also require advanced skills in BIM modeling software and the 
ability to work within the BIM collaborative design and construction process. In addition to BIM-
related occupations, the construction industry offers other middle-skill career opportunities such 
as jobs for health, safety, and environmental (HSE) technicians and specialists. 

Training programs like Job Opportunities Task Force’s (JOTF) JumpStart, programs offered at 
Group Ministries Baltimore, Humanim’s deconstruction training program, and CCBC’s 
Construction Apprenticeship Preparation ACE program provide interested people with the 
training to begin entry-level trade jobs in the construction industry. For incumbent workers with 
significant experience, there are opportunities to transition into related high-tech jobs related to 
BIM or HSE. Anne Arundel Community College (AACC) and CCBC each offer certificates and 
associate degrees in construction management (with a focus on cost estimation and BIM). The 
community colleges, as well as Johns Hopkins University, each offer degrees in occupational 
health and safety ranging from certificate level to Master’s degree level (for occupational 
hygiene). Programs in drafting typically lead to a certificate or associate degree and are offered 

Sector 4: Design & Construction
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by the Community College of Baltimore County, Baltimore City Community College, Anne 
Arundel Community College, Harford Community College, Howard Community College, and 
ITT Technical Institute. The Maryland Center for Construction Education and Innovation at 
Towson University has implemented BIM training for experienced incumbent workers in the 
construction industry. 

Sector 5: Healthcare

Over 30,000 workers in the Baltimore region are employed in middle-skill STEM health 
technician occupations. The healthcare industry accounts for over one in five high-STEM jobs in 
the U.S. and Baltimore’s robust healthcare industry offers many career pathways into middle-skill 
STEM jobs. 

As a starting point, inexperienced workers with a GED or high school diploma can begin non-
STEM entry-level positions as a transporter, dietary aid, laundry worker, material handler, or 
environmental services aid. With experience and additional training, employees can move into 
higher-skilled careers such as a patient care technician, pharmacy technician, central sterile 
technician, radiology specialist, or surgical technologist. From these jobs, workers can progress 
into middle-skill STEM occupations in the healthcare industry such as lab technicians, medical 
technologists, paramedics, EMTs, medical records technicians, and other health technicians.

One of the strengths of the healthcare sector is that many of the occupations are regulated or 
standardized across employers, so it is clear what a person needs to do to advance. There is also 
a coordinated effort among hospitals, nursing homes, and other healthcare facilities to develop 
standardized occupations. 

The Baltimore Alliance for Careers in Healthcare (BACH) plays an important coordinating role in 
this sector by assuring that people interested in healthcare careers have access to the right 
training and opportunities to gain work experience in non-STEM jobs. BACH coordinates the 
work of training providers across the health sector and implements programs that address 
barriers to employment opportunity and advancement through strategies like mentoring, career 
coaching, and early career planning in high school. 

While the sector has standardized occupations and existing training pathways, there is more 
work to be done to build pathways that augment wrap-around services to make entrance into a 
healthcare career and advancement to middle-skill STEM careers more achievable. Coaching in 
the industry has been used for worker retention, but not for career advancement into STEM 
careers. Some employers are doing more to establish and support career pathway training. 
Despite these efforts, the industry as a whole continues to experience significant worker 
turnover and chronically unfilled healthcare positions with too few qualified candidates. More 
can be done to assure that workers in entry-level positions have the support, coaching, and 
access they need to progress from lower-skilled entry-level positions into progressively higher-
skilled STEM careers. 

Sector 5: Healthcare
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Sector 6: Biosciences

Baltimore’s biotech industry includes major research labs, established biotech companies, and 
growing start-ups. The bioscience landscape is vast and ranges from areas in biopharma to 
bioprocessing and manufacturing. Many of these employers need workers with basic science 
skills to work in a laboratory in order to perform an array of functions. Others need more skilled 
technicians, some in specialized laboratory technologist roles, with higher level STEM skills  
and competencies. 

The BioTechnical Institute of Maryland (BTI) is the leading organization providing rapid career 
on-ramps into the biosciences industry. BTI’s Laboratory Associates program spans six months 
and begins with BioSTART, a 6-week bridge program designed to advance participants’ 
knowledge in basic math, communication and professional development, each presented in the 
context of the biosciences industry. The Laboratory Associates program combines classroom 
instruction, laboratory training, and a 100-hour internship with a bioscience employer to prepare 
workers for a laboratory assistant position. With experience, workers can move into  
higher-responsibility positions, including a laboratory technician position. The training prepares 
workers for careers in a variety of different types of employers in biopharma, bioprocessing and 
biomanufacturing – jobs ranging from food testing to chemical testing to environmental 
sampling and testing to biocontamination work. 

As a second step, lab technicians can gain higher-level biotechnology skills at the Baltimore City 
Community College (BCCC) Life Sciences Institute (LSI) at University of Maryland BioPark. BTI 
graduates earn credits that count toward the LSI programs that include a two-year associate 
degree and one-year certificates in biotechnology. The capstone course for the associate 
degree in biotechnology is a required 250-hour research internship that gives students crucial 
on-the-job experience. Many of the biotechnology employers are located on campus. 

With experience, workers can progress into a more senior laboratory technologist positions or 
transfer into a medical laboratory career. Positions as a research scientist are available with a 
bachelor’s degree.

The employer demand for middle-skill STEM occupations is strong and growing in the Baltimore 
region and the region enjoys robust educational infrastructure to provide much of education 
needed for STEM workforce development. However, many gaps need to be bridged in order for 
lower income and lower-skilled adults to successfully begin or progress into middle-skill STEM 
careers, particularly in the following areas:
• Career Pathways
• Basic Skills Upgrading
• Bridging Gaps with Support Services
• Gaining Experience to Enter or Progress 

into STEM Positions

• Stronger Pathways for Advancement
• A Stronger Employer Value Proposition  

and Greater Employer Leadership
• Boost Awareness and Realistic Access  

to Middle-Skill STEM Careers

Educational and training providers, workforce development organizations, businesses, and 
governments are encouraged to work together to implement and strengthen career pathways 
into middle-skill STEM careers. With planning and focused action, STEM careers can  
become accessible to all Baltimore region residents and provide realistic paths into  
sustainable employment. 

Making Middle-Skill STEM Workforce Development Work

Sector 6: Biosciences
Making Middle-Skill STEM Workforce Development Work
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Energy
Jobs in Power and Gas Utilities
Employment in the Baltimore region has been increasing over the past five 
years in some of the utility sector’s key STEM occupations. Baltimore Gas 
and Electric (BGE) and related contractors in the Baltimore region employed  
720 electrical line installers and repairers in 2014, an increase of 170 from 
2009 employment levels. In 2014, there were 460 control and value installers 
(for gas and electric service), an increase of 70 workers from 2009. The number 
of pipelayers is also increasing – there were 440 pipelayers in the Baltimore 
region in 2014, an increase of 50 workers from 2009. With experience, workers 
in each of these occupations can earn family-supporting wages. 

Energy
Jobs In Power and Gas Utilities
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Exelon and Baltimore Gas and Electric
Exelon is the parent company of Baltimore 
Gas and Electric (BGE) and together they are 
the principal employers in Baltimore’s electric 
and gas utilities sector. Exelon is a power  
generation company and BGE provides local  
utility services.

A Career in Utilities
BGE and Exelon each offer on-the-job training 
to help new workers attain the unique skills 
needed to perform their job at a high level. 
Careers at BGE begin as a utility trainee 
earning a wage of $21.00 per hour, increasing 
to $23.16 per hour in the first four months. 
Ut i l i ty  t ra inees branch into areas  of 
specialization based on the needs of the 
business. Training can lead to several different 
career paths in different job families with a 
specific training or apprenticeship programs 
for each discipline. Workers typically earn a 
promotion into a higher-skilled job within 
about one year. BGE and Exelon both provide 
all technical training in-house. 

Entry Requirements
Careers in utilities generally require:

• A high school diploma, with a technical/
trade school education preferred (in a 
mechanical or maintenance field); 

• Two years of related work experience  
i n  m a i n t e n a n c e  o r  s k i l l e d  t r a d e 
occupation (preferred); 

• A passing score on the Edison Electric 
Institute’s Construction and Skil led 
Trade (CAST) Exam; 

• A driver’s license and access to a vehicle 
to travel to work (trainees begin work at 
BGE’s White Marsh location, which is not 
transit accessible); and

• A clear criminal background check.

Exelon operates five power generation stations 
in Baltimore:

1. Riverside Generating Station

2. Notch Cliff Generating Station 

3. Westport Generating Station

4. Gould Street Generating Station

5. Philadelphia Road Generating Station

The company also operates other generating 
stations serving the Baltimore region including 
one near Aberdeen Proving Ground. 

BGE’s field teams install, maintain, and conduct 
emergency repairs on gas pipeline and electric 
delivery infrastructure throughout Central 
Maryland. The field teams are coordinated 
through several divisions including Overhead 
Services, an Underground Line Center, a  
Sub-Station Maintenance Center, and a Gas 
Maintenance Center. Overhead Services in  
the Baltimore region are managed from five 
service centers:

1. Piney Orchard in Anne Arundel County

2. Columbia in Howard County

3. Front Street in Baltimore City

4. York Road in Cockeysville

5. Perry Hall and White Marsh,  
Pulaski Highway in Baltimore County

The Underground Line Center is located in 
Federal Hill; the Sub Station Maintenance Center 
is located at Humphrey and Security Boulevard 
and the Gas Maintenance Center is located in 
Spring Garden.

WHERE THE JOBS ARE: OPERATIONS AT EXELON

WHERE THE JOBS ARE: OPERATIONS AT  
BALTIMORE GAS AND ELECTRIC (BGE)

Energy

Exelon and Baltimore Gas and Electric
A Career in Utilities
Entry Requirements
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In addition, there are some special job 
requirements that workers should consider 
before starting a career in utilities: 

• Exelon and BGE are 24/7 operations, 
particularly for field employees. Most 
positions require shift work and some of 
the shift schedules are rotating schedules.

• Field employees at BGE are required to 
be part of storm restoration efforts as part 
of their responsibilities. These workers can 
have 24/7 on-call duties.

• Exelon employees in positions requiring 
access to nuclear plants must go through 
an extensive and rigorous background 
investigation, including fingerprinting, 
psychological exam and a secondary drug 
screen and alcohol screen. 

• When there are outages at the nuclear 
plants, all employees at that plant are 
required to put in time beyond their 
normally scheduled hours.

• Some field pos i t ions  may requi re 
compliance with safety practices.

• Some  non -exempt  pos i t i on s  a re 
represented by unions and would require 
joining the local union chapter.

• Some positions require local travel within 
a designated service region.

According to BGE representatives, only about 
one in three applicants are able to pass the 
Edison Electric Institute (EEI) Construction 
and Skilled Trade (CAST) exam, which is used 
to screen applicants for jobs in transmission 
and distribution, facilities and equipment, and 

High Wage 

Mid Wage 

Entry Level 
Wage 

Entry 
Requirements 

 

Strong mechanical aptitude, ability to read blueprints 
Ability to work on-call in all weather conditions 
Experience with heavy power tools 
Background check 
Driver’s license and clear driving record 
Must have access to a vehicle to travel to White Marsh 

Other Requirements, Skills and Abilities 

$21 
Per Hour 

 

$21-$28 
Per Hour 

 

$29-$34 
Per Hour 

Overhead
Lines

Underground
Cable

Natural Gas
Technicians

Natural Gas
Service Tech

Transmission
& Distribution

Key Starting Requirements 
• Passing Score on the Edison Electric 

Institute (EEI) - CAST Test (Math) 
• High School Diploma 
• Technical/trade school training 
• 2+ years applicable work experience 

in maintenance, repair, or similar field 

Figure 3: Career Pathways in Utilities

Sources: Interviews with Exelon and BGE; Get into Energy Career Roadmaps at http://www.cewd.org/roadmap/ 
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meter reader service and repair. The exam is 
timed and math is a large component of the 
exam. Company representatives identify the 
math component as the most significant 
barrier causing applicants to fail. Applicants 
can download practice tests and people 
failing the exam can retake it in 90 days. Both 
Exelon and BGE report that high math failure 
rates are a concern for the industry. 

Career Paths in Utilities
Individuals interested in a career in utilities 
should meet the minimum educational 
requirements (high school diploma) and have 
two years of related work experience in 
maintenance or skilled trades. Individuals can 
increase their chances of moving into this 
career by first completing a skilled trades  
programs such as an apprenticeship or classes 
for HVAC repair, maintenance mechanic 
training, or training in a related construction 
or mechanical field. 

All utilities careers at BGE begin as a utility 
trainee. Upon completion of training, a trainee 
becomes a technician. Both the trainee and 
technician positions are full-time. Areas of 
specialization are then determined based on 
the needs of the company and the aptitudes 
of trainees. Workers may move into overhead, 
underground cable, or distribution divisions. 
Alternatively, trainees may move into  
a separate entry-level HVAC technician  
career path, providing home services on 
HVAC systems. 

Earnings Potential
Trainees begin their utility careers at BGE at a 
comparatively high wage of $21.00 per hour. 
Power plant workers in the Baltimore region 
also earn high wages – in 2014, the lower 
10th percentile of power plant operators 
earned $25.39 per hour (see Table 1). Workers 
in electric distribution, such as powerhouse, 
sub-station, and relay technicians, earned 
wages ranging from $21.73 per hour (lower 
10th percentile) up to $44.26 per hour (top 
90th percentile) in 2014. Other specializations 
in energy include workers in gas services, such 
as natural gas technicians and natural gas 
service technicians who had 2014 earning 
ranging from $14.10 per hour to $33.80 per 
hour for experienced control. (Note: these 
figures are averages that are inclusive of 
workers employed at BGE and at other 
employers). Pipelayers earnings ranged from 
$15.02 per hour to $27.01 per hour and 
plumbers, pipefitters, and steamfitters had 
earnings ranging from $16.01 per hour to 
$26.42 per hour. Supervisors for all of these 
occupations had mean earnings of about  
$31 per hour, although earnings ranged from 
a low near $18 per hour and a high near 
$46 per hour. 

Energy

Career Paths in Utilities
Earnings Potential
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Table 1: Baltimore-Towson Employment and Wages for Selected Electric Utility and Gas Occupations, 2014

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment Statistics Database 2014

Code Occupation  

Total 
Employees  2014 Wages 

2014 
Mean 
Hourly 
Wage 

Lower 
10th 

Percentile 

25th 
Percentile Median 

75th 
Percentile 

90th 
Percentile 

49-1011 
First-Line Supervisors of 
Mechanics, Installers, and 
Repairers  

4,470 31.25 19.26 24.17 30.40 37.92 45.74 

51-1011 
First-Line Supervisors of 
Production and Operating 
Workers 

3,440 31.21 18.34 22.67 29.93 38.21 45.95 

49-9051 Electrical Power-Line 
Installers and Repairers  720 28.85 21.32 25.60 29.04 33.61 36.65 

51-8013 Power Plant Operators 270 32.79 25.39 30.86 33.59 36.32 38.12 

49-2095 
Electrical and Electronics 
Repairers, Powerhouse, 
Substation, and Relay  

n.a. 32.40 21.73 26.09 32.74 38.67 44.26 

49-9041 
Industrial Machinery 
Mechanics 2,010 24.17 16.14 19.96 24.19 28.05 32.00 

49-9012 
Control and Valve Installers 
and Repairers, (incl. natural 
gas service workers)  

460 21.94 14.10 16.68 20.48 26.01 33.80 

47-2151 Pipelayers  440 19.29 15.02 16.10 17.91 21.89 27.01 

47-2152 Plumbers, Pipefitters, and 
Steamfitters 6,070 25.52 16.01 19.47 25.32 30.02 36.42 
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Utilities Occupations Table 2: Utilities Careers

 Entry-Level

Occupation Description Prerequisites

Utility 
Trainee

The position involves 
approximately 18 months 
of instruction leading to an 
electric or gas transmission, 
distribution or substation 
discipline. During the first 6 to 
12 months of the program, the 
trainee is assigned to the Utility 
Learning Center for cognitive 
learning, as well as physical 
attainment of the skills of the 
trade. Under the direction 
of qualified instructors, 
the trainee will learn how 
to interpret construction 
drawings, standards, safety 
practices, work procedures 
and regulations, and apply that 
knowledge to the construction, 
maintenance and service of 
both gas and electric utility 
infrastructure and limited 
customer equipment.

• Recommend passing score on the Edison Electric 
Institute (EEI) - CAST Test (Math).

• High School Diploma.
• Must have access to a vehicle to travel to work.
• Ability to interact and communicate with the public utilizing 

verbal communication skills in confrontational situations.
• Ability to interpret and accurately follow 

technical instructions.
• Physical ability to perform assigned job duties, (e.g., 

ability to lift 50 lbs. or greater; climb 90 ft. utility poles; 
work from ladders and aerial lifts; work in manholes, 
underground utility vaults and excavated trenches; 
operate heavy duty construction equipment.)

• Ability to meet Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration weight restriction (275 lbs.) for bucket 
trucks and manhole entry when wearing required tools.

• Willingness to work under adverse working conditions 
(e.g. inclement weather and vehicular traffic).

• Willingness to work shift, weekend and mandatory overtime.
• Valid drivers license, ability to meet company driving 

standards, and ability to obtain appropriate Commercial 
Drivers License(Class A, where applicable).

• Must pass U.S. Department of Transportation Chemical Test.
• Ability to operate in both gas and electric  

emergency situations.
• Ability to operate and update a Mobile Data Terminal.
• Ability to diagnose, analyze and investigate illegal and 

unsafe hazards on all utility equipment.
• Ability to comprehend training modules and successfully 

pass written and practical demonstration testing.
• Training, education and/or experience in a technical or 

vocational field; or equivalent combination of formal 
education/training and experience.

 Experienced

Occupation Description Prerequisites

Power Plant 
Operator

The operator performs a 
variety of basic mechanical 
and electrical functions in 
support of maintenance 
and modification activities. 
S/he may assist with 
troubleshooting, testing, 
repairing, calibrations and 
maintenance of instruments 
and controls, including 
complex control systems for 
reactors, steam generators, 
turbine generators, engineered 
safety features, radiation  
monitoring, and other power 
plant equipment. 

• Knowledge and/or experience with power  
plant maintenance. 

• Satisfactory completion of the Maintenance 
Test Battery. 

• Meet requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) psychological testing regulations. 

• Must satisfy Site Specific Training (GET) to gain  
site access. 

• May be required to complete Technician Occupations 
Selection System Test for specific job functions. 

• Must satisfactorily complete radiation safety training, 
including respirator qualifications. 

• Must satisfy respirator requirements. 
• Position may require a physical. 

Energy

Utilities Occupations
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Occupation Description Prerequisites

Relay, 
Control, 
or Meter 
Technician

This technician assists in the 
maintenance, repair, and 
installation of protective relay 
schemes, metering, remote 
control, and data systems 
and capacitor control and 
protection in substations. 

• Completion of utility trainee position or two years of 
related experience or education in relay and control, 
electronics, electrical construction or system controls,  
or similar technical area.

• Associate degree (or higher) in engineering  
technology preferred.

Overhead 
line or 
Underground 
Cable 
Technician

This technician assists in the 
installation and maintenance 
or repair of overhead lines and 
underground cable.

• Completion of utility trainee position or two years of 
related experience and education in power line or  
underground cable technology.

Entry-level 
HVAC 
Technician

This technician performs 
service on home HVAC 
systems under the direction 
of a qualified journeyman 
HVAC technician.

• Completion of utility trainee position or two 
years of related experience and education in 
HVAC maintenance. 

Crew Leader Crew leaders are fully qualified, 
experienced technicians in 
their fields and perform labor 
supervision, management of 
materials, and performance 
of administrative duties. Crew 
Leaders must have good 
interpersonal and customer 
service skills.

• Three to four years technician experience.

 Senior-Level

Occupation Description Prerequisites

Supervisor The supervisor is responsible 
for the direction, assignment, 
and coordination of services 
and maintenance workforce 
across BGE/Exelon and 
affiliates and third party 
customers, to support safe, 
reliable, and efficient services 
consistent with company and 
customer goals and standards. 
The position will supervise and 
provide direction to multi-craft 
workers to support procedure 
use and adherence, human 
performance fundamentals, 
technical human performance 
techniques, and provide 
coaching and mentoring 
as necessary to achieve 
continuous improvement. 

Education and experience must be:
• BS in engineering or technical field and 6+ years  

professional experience OR 
• An associate degree and 8+ years professional 

experience with 3+ years experience in field of 
supervision OR 

• A H.S. Diploma and 10+ years professional experience 
with 5+ years experience in the field of supervision.

Other prerequisites include:
• Leadership ability to implement and manage corporate 

change initiatives and organizational strategies.
• Must successfully pass the Supervisory Assessment 

Center evaluation.
• Excellent interpersonal and communication skills, 

including written and verbal.
• Strong computer skills, including knowledge and 

proficiency in Microsoft Office Suite Products.
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Future Jobs in  
Offshore Wind
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
estimates a gross wind power resource of 
4,223 gigawatts (GW) off the coast of the 
United States. That is roughly four times the 
generating capacity of the current U.S. electric 
grid. The Maryland Offshore Wind Energy Act 
of 2013 created a mechanism to incentivize 
the development of up to 250 MW of offshore 
wind capacity, which is paving the way for new 
investment in a future offshore wind industry. 
Maryland became the first state in the nation 
to create a market for offshore wind and 
provide the certainty that both a developer 
and the financial community require to 
construct an offshore wind project. The act 
provides a 20-year, $1.7 billion Offshore 
Renewable Energy Credit. This financing 
mechanism will support creation of new jobs 
across the offshore wind supply chain. 

According to the Business Network Offshore 
Wind (B-NOW), the development will spur 
new job creation in fields as diverse as:

• Engineering, geophysical, and environ-
mental studies for permitting and siting; 

• Manufacturing of secondary turbine 
components;

• Construction and welding of turbines, 
non-turbine offshore wind facilities, and 
transmission infrastructure;

• Shipbuilding and maritime transportation 
(up to 100 vessels may be engaged at a 
project at one time);

• Logistics;

• Port infrastructure; and

• Operation and maintenance of turbines. 

Future Demand for Offshore  

Wind Technicians
The initial phase of Maryland’s offshore wind 
development will involve about 250 MW of 
generation capacity, which is expected to 
create about 40 permanent ful l -t ime-
equivalent jobs for offshore wind maintenance 
technicians. However, the demand for these 
workers could be substantially higher as 
additional investment occurs over the years, 
not only in Maryland, but all along the U.S. 
East Coast. In addition, wind maintenance 
employers reported in interviews that 
maritime law requires that offshore workers 
must not work offshore for longer than 30 
days, which creates a need to hire a rotational 
workforce of individuals. This could mean that 
the total headcount of workers needed to 
service Maryland’s offshore wind could 
eventually rise to 150 full-time equivalent 
workers or more. These new jobs will require 
engineering, electrical, and wind technology 
knowledge and skills, potentially creating a 
new opportunity for workforce development 
for workers in the Baltimore region. 

Getting Started

Energy

Future Jobs in Offshore Wind
Future Demand for Offshore Wind Technicians
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To begin a career as an offshore wind technician, interested people must:

• Complete an educational program in wind turbine maintenance, such as courses at the 
Michigan Institute of Aviation Technology (MIAT), which are currently offered in Houston, TX 
and Canton, MI.viii 

• Gain on-shore wind experience: Offshore wind technicians typically require a few years of 
experience in on-shore wind maintenance before working offshore. 

• Complete health and safety training required to work offshore, including a basic level of 
training such as those defined in the Global Wind Organization Standards.

• Have the ability to meet the requirements to enter a wind turbine training program and the 
requirements of employers, which may include a high school diploma, an adequate score on 
educational program entrance exams, a clear criminal record, driver’s license, clear driving 
record, the willingness to travel for weeks or months away from home on a rotational 
schedule, ability to climb a 500-foot ladder, and other requirements. 

 

Figure 4: Career Pathways in Wind Energy

High Wage 

Mid Wage 

Entry Level 
Wage 

Entry 
Requirements 

 

Strong mechanical aptitude 
Ability to travel for work for extended periods 
Ability to work on-call in extreme weather conditions 
Ability to climb 500-ft ladders on turbines 

Other Requirements, Skills and Abilities 

$17.50 
Per Hour 

+ $800 weekly 
per diem 

 

$19-$28 
Per Hour 

+ $800 weekly 
per diem 

 

 

$29-$34 
Per Hour 

+ $800 weekly 
per diem 

 

Key Starting Requirements 
• High School Diploma 
• Clear criminal background check 
• Driver’s license and clear 

driving record
• Successful completion of a wind 

technician training program  
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While wind energy investment has been 
occurring throughout the U.S. for over 20 
years, the upcoming new investment in 
offshore wind represents Maryland’s first major 
wind development. While Anne Arundel 
Community College offers a continuing 
education course in wind energy technology, 
there is not currently an accelerated training 
program or an apprenticeship program 
offered in the Baltimore region that is 
comparable to the 7-month wind energy 
technician program hosted by the Michigan 
Institute of Aviation and Technology (MIAT). 

Recruiting Wind Technicians
Preliminary discussions with wind maintenance 
employers revealed that employers in this 
field provide service on turbines located 
throughout the U.S. or internationally. 
Employers draw on a workforce of individuals 
with the right training and the ability to travel 
to service wind turbines that can be located in 
remote locations. In April, 2015, the Danish 
Oil and Natural Gas Utility (DONG Energy), 
the largest offshore wind operator in the 
world, entered the U.S. market, taking over a 

1 , 0 0 0  M W  o f f s h o re  w i n d  l e a s e  i n 
Massachusetts with plans for further expansion 
in the U.S. DONG expects North America to 
be a major growth area in the next decade 
and as more wind farms come online, there 
will be a growing demand for wind technicians. 
One wind energy subcontractor interviewed 
for this study reported that now is an ideal 
time to create an education and training 
p ipe l ine  to  serve  the  growing wind 
maintenance needs, both in Maryland and 
along the East Coast. 

Wind Technician Career 
Path and Earnings
Starting wages for a wind technician graduate 
with little or no work experience start at 
approximately $17.50 and also typically 
include per diem travel expense pay of about 
$800 per week. Workers can also often earn 
overtime pay by working longer shifts. After a 
year’s experience, average earnings increase 
to about $19 per hour, with additional 
increases based on experience and skill level.

 

Wind Energy Occupations Table 3: Wind Energy Careers

 Entry-Level

Occupation Description Prerequisites

Wind 
Technician 
Trainee

The wind technician 
performs routine preventive 
maintenance on wind turbine 
mechanical, electrical and 
hydraulic systems, under 
direction of an experienced 
technician. S/he performs 
wind turbine mechanical, 
electrical and hydraulic systems 
troubleshooting, and repairs 
and assists with removal and 
installation of wind turbine 
mechanical, electrical and 
hydraulic components.

• High School Diploma
• Completed technical training
• Clear criminal and driving record
• Driver’s license
• Ability to travel for work rotations
• Appropriate OSHA training

Energy
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 Experienced

Occupation Description Prerequisites

Wind 
Technician or 
Offshore 
Technician

Performs tasks similar 
to a trainee with higher 
levels of technical skill 
and responsibility. 

• Additional OSHA Training
• 2 years experience for offshore

 Senior Level

Occupation Description Prerequisites

Maintenance 
Leader

The maintenance leader 
oversees major maintenance 
activities associated with wind 
turbine component repair and 
replacement, including but 
not limited to gearbox, main 
shaft, generator, yaw/pitch 
drive and blades. The position 
leads internal and external 
resources to deliver certainty 
for assigned major/mid-
level maintenance activities 
to achieve objectives for 
safety, environmental, quality, 
schedule and cost compliance. 

• Five+ years of experience with two+ years of 
management experience.

• Ability to develop the team capability and  
oversee internal employee development and  
performance management.

• Understand and apply LEAN maintenance techniques.
• Lead and mentor teammates in the quality  

improvement processes.

Site Manager Site managers serve as the 
on-site point-of-contact 
ensuring site operations 
and maintenance tasks are 
performed on time and 
with highest of quality and 
providing local technical 
support. The site manager 
also performs site safety 
related duties and enforces 
all safety policies, procedures, 
instructions and guidelines.  
S/he will organize and manage 
maintenance, inspections 
and subcontractors activities, 
manage resources including 
parts, tooling and manpower, 
and ensure accuracy of 
inventory, spare parts and  
be responsible for on-site 
material management.

• Five+ years of experience.
• Ability to manage people, projects, budgets, and 

administrative tasks.
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Advanced 
Manufacturing 
Careers
Changing trends in technology and an increasingly informed consumer are 
driving changes across the advanced manufacturing sector. The extensive 
availability of information has given rise to a consumer who is highly informed 
of products and prices, buys with a few clicks, and wants products delivered 
immediately. Manufacturers are responding by increasing the speed of 
design and production to deliver better products at a competitive cost.  
New technologies such as 3D printing, nanotechnology, predictive 
maintenance technology, and other fabrications are enabling businesses to 
create innovative, smart products that are better designed, customizable, and 
cheaper than a decade ago. 

Advanced Manufacturing Careers
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As the manufacturing field evolves, there is a 
need for a pipeline of workers who are excited 
about design and “making,” and have the 
interest  and apt i tude for  innovat ion, 
entrepreneurship, and product improvement. 
Unlike established large employer industries, 
much of the growth in the manufacturing 
sector is at smaller companies or start-ups 
where workers create their own career by 
capturing the opportunities they see in the 
market. As the manufacturing/makers market 
expands, these makers are building careers in 
product design, technical design, prototype 
building, or product service/maintenance. 
Skills for creative problem solving, iterative 
prototyping and testing, and new technology 
implementation are essential, but the specific 
occupations and career paths are as varied 
and creative as the makers themselves. 

For advanced devices such as defense 
products or medical devices, there is also an 
increasing need for mechatronics technicians 
who can troubleshoot, analyze, maintain, and 
repair complex hardware and software 
systems. The scope of these work duties can 
be as diverse as designing and manufacturing 
a custom replacement part using Computer-
Aided Design and Drafting (CADD) and 3D 
printing, writing code to change the operation 
of a mechatronic system, or diagnosing and 
fixing micro-electronics. Traditional electronics 
repair technicians will require advanced 
competencies that touch different technical 
manufacturing skills. Workforce developers 
such as the Maker Professional Training 
Program in Pittsburgh are pushing the 
frontiers of new careers in digital tooling, 
software development, and 3D printing 
technology and delivering rapid cross-training 
programs to help creative workers launch new 
ventures and careers. 

CNC Machining and Metalwork
Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) 
machining and metalwork are manufacturing 
sectors undergoing change. Employers in the 
Baltimore region employ over 3,400 workers 
in machining occupations. The needs of 
machining employers are rapidly changing as 
CNC machines replace old methods of 
producing metal and plastic parts, tools, and 
machines and more manufacturers implement 
3D printing technology. Over the past five 
years (2009–2014) the machining occupations 
that have seen the strongest growth in hiring 
are Computer-Controlled Machine Tool 
Operators (an 83% increase in total employ-
ment from 2009 to 2014) and CNC Machine 
Tool Programmers (the number of workers 
nearly tripled from 40 workers in 2009 to 110 
workers in 2014). Employers report that they 
expect their needs for machine operators, 
CNC programmers, and machinists to steadily 
increase over the next decade or more. 

Beginning a Career in CNC Machining
Careers in machining offer excellent career 
opportunities for Baltimore’s low-income 
residents with employment barriers. Many 
entry-level positions in machining do not 
require a high school diploma or GED, but do 
require strong math skills, especially for 
working with decimals, fractions and algebra. 
People interested in these careers should 
have a mechanical aptitude and interest to 
learn and apply new skills in technology, take 
measurements, interpret blueprints, and apply 
critical thinking skills to solve problems. 
Several of the area’s employers offer entry-
level opportunities for workers with a criminal 
record or other employment barriers, creating 
on-ramps for workers to move into a 
family-supporting career. 

CNC Machining and Metalwork
Beginning a Career In CNC Machining
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Baltimore’s On-Ramps for  
Machining Careers
On-ramps for machining careers are available 
through (1 )  pre-employment t ra in ing  
programs at the Jane Adams Resource 
Corporation (JARC), (2) training courses 
offered at the Community College of 
Baltimore County (CCBC) and (3) apprentice-
ship training programs offered by some 
employers in coordination with CCBC. 

Students completing the JARC or CCBC  
programs, and students enrolling in a qualified 
apprenticeship training program are qualified 
to apply for entry-level positions as a  
Machinist Helper, Machine Operator (trained 
on a single machine), and Entry-Level CNC 
Machine Operator (typically working on  
multiple machines), or a position in Production 
Assembly. With experience, workers can 
progress into many positions that pay a 
family-supporting wage. 

Production  
Assembly 

Pattern 
Making 

Maintenance 
Machinist 

Tool 
Designer Mold Maker 

Inspector  
(Quality Control) 

Foreman 

Die Maker 

Technician 

Machinist  
Helper 

Machine Operator 
(Single Machine) 

Entry-Level CNC 
Machine Operator  

(Multiple Machines) 

CNC Machinist 

CNC Machine 
Programmer 

CNC Set-Up Operator 

Machinist 

Figure 5: Career Pathways in Machine Tool Technology

High Wage 

Mid Wage 

Entry Level 
Wage 

Entry 
Requirements 

 

Math skills (algebra, fractions) 
Measurement skills 
Basic drawing interpretation 
Basic QC skills 
Safety standards 
Mechanical abilities 

Technical Skills 
Communication 
Critical thinking 
Producing parts within tolerances 
Measure/cut with accuracy 
Monitor operations 
Maintenance skills 

Education & Certifications 
JARC CNC Fast Track (18 weeks) 
NIMS CNC Milling Level I  
NIMS CNC Turning Level I 
OSHA 10 HR Safety Course (General) 
Machining Apprenticeship 
CCBC Machining Courses 

$10-$14 
Per Hour 

 

$14-$20 
Per Hour 

 

$20-$29 
Per Hour 

Advanced Manufacturing Careers 

Baltimore’s On-Ramps for Machining Careers
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Table 4: Baltimore-Towson Employment and Wages for Machining Occupations, 2014

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment Statistics Database 2014

Code Occupation  

Total 
Employees  2014 Wages 

2014 
Mean 
Hourly 
Wage 

Lower 
10th 

Percentile 

25th 
Percentile Median 

75th 
Percentile 

90th 
Percentile 

51-4011 
Computer-Controlled 
Machine Tool Operators, 
Metal and Plastic  

330 $19.09 $12.60 $15.77 $18.76 $22.55 $26.53 

51-4012 

Computer Numerically 
Controlled Machine Tool 
Programmers, Metal and 
Plastic  

110 21.55 13.06 15.75 18.37 27.12 34.10 

51-4022 
Forging Machine Setters, 
Operators, and Tenders, 
Metal and Plastic 

n.a. 25.27 19.62 24.22 26.22 28.13 29.34 

51-4023 
Rolling Machine Setters, 
Operators, and Tenders, 
Metal and Plastic 

230 19.18 11.15 14.81 17.60 23.76 30.54 

51-4031 

Cutting, Punching, and Press 
Machine Setters, Operators, 
and Tenders, Metal and 
Plastic 

390 18.04 12.85 14.93 17.42 20.96 24.97 

51-4033 

Grinding, Lapping, Polishing, 
and Buffing Machine Tool 
Setters, Operators, and 
Tenders, Metal and Plastic 

110 14.33 10.06 10.98 13.11 17.10 21.13 

51-4035 
Milling and Planing Machine 
Setters, Operators, and 
Tenders, Metal and Plastic 

100 18.09 11.95 14.11 17.14 21.39 26.98 

51-4041 Machinists 1710 22.79 15.20 18.49 22.90 27.26 29.87 

51-4061 Model Makers, Metal and 
Plastic  

n.a. 22.65 19.15 20.34 22.31 24.16 28.59 

51-4072 

Molding, Coremaking, and 
Casting Machine Setters, 
Operators, and Tenders, 
Metal and Plastic 

300 15.52 10.37 11.50 14.23 17.50 23.89 

51-4081 
Multiple Machine Tool 
Setters, Operators, and 
Tenders, Metal and Plastic 

n.a. 18.34 11.72 15.11 18.65 21.87 24.59 

51-4111 Tool and Die Makers 210 27.18 17.86 21.96 26.75 32.00 38.20 

 

The JARC CNC Fast Track
JARC Baltimore has recently opened a fast-track open enrollment job-training program for 
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) skills. The CNC Fast Track is an 18-week job-training 
program where trainees learn how to program, set up, and operate CNC machine tools. 
Graduates attain at least two industry credentials through the National Institute for Metalworking 
Skills (NIMS), such as: CNC Milling Level I and NIMS CNC Turning Level I. Graduates also 
complete the OSHA 10 HR (General Industry) safety course. Classes run Monday through Friday 
and are free to eligible people. 

JARC Baltimore also offers Fundamentals of Manufacturing, an 11-week program that prepares 
trainees for the CNC Fast Track Program or other programs (including welding). The curriculum 
stresses baseline skills in shop math, print reading, and precision metrology and is also free 
for eligible individuals.

The JARC CNC Fast Track
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JARC Baltimore’s programs are designed to 
help approximately 60 low-income job 
seekers at a time seek self-sufficiency through 
job training. The programs specifically target 
individuals with barriers to employment, 
providing a broad scope of wrap-around 
support services:

• Approx imate ly  52% of  a l l  people  
enrol led in JARC programs have a 
criminal background. 

• The bridge program, Fundamentals of 
Manufacturing, has proven to help 
participants increase math proficiency by 
4.6 levels and reading proficiency by 
2.6 levels over the 11-week period by 
providing adult basic education in a 
meaningful job context. 

• Programs also teach mainstream financial 
behaviors that help working families attain 
self-sufficiency. 

CCBC’s Short Term Machine 
Tool Training Program
The Community College of Baltimore County 
(CCBC) also offers courses in CNC technology. 
CCBC’s Short Term Machine Tool Training 
Program leads to a continuing education 
certificate. The program can be completed in 
about six months. Students learn both manual 
and computer numerical control (CNC) 
machine tool technology with extensive 
hands-on and computer-based training at the 
CCBC Catonsville machine shop. The program 
is a seven-part series that begins with essential 
workplace literacy skills in computers, plus 
work habits, and work ethics. Foundational 
topics of safety, blueprint reading, and trade 
math follow and the course includes modules 
in quality and resume skills. The program is 
eligible for PELL grant funding. Tuition, fees, 
text, and supplies for the seven-part class 
costs $7,499 for in-county students. Students 
have the opportunity to demonstrate 
proficiency through four certifications from 

the National Institute of Metalworking Skills 
(NIMS), and earn three or more NIMS 
credentials including:

1. NIMS Measurement, Materials, and Safety 
Level 1 Credential 

2. NIMS Chucking Level 1 Credential 

3. NIMS Milling Level I Credential 

4. NIMS CNC related Credential(s) possible 
for high performing students

Those who successfully complete the program 
are in a strong position to apply for entry-level 
employment and, once established, enter a 
machinist apprenticeship.ix

Advanced Manufacturing Careers 

1. A simulated work environment: All  
education is competency-based and 
instructors act like a foreman or plant 
manager. Students learn to execute tasks 
to specifications, and learn workforce 
professionalism such as arriving to work on 
t ime. Just l ike a job environment, 
applicants are screened for those with the 
aptitude and drive to succeed. 

2. Open entry and open exit: Classes do 
not begin at one point with a group of 
new students.  Rather students are 
progressing at different points through 
their training, with new students beginning 
their training in an environment similar to 
the first day on a new job. 

3. Indust ry  c redent ia l s :  Ins t ruct ion 
emphasizes rigor, accountability, and high 
expectations for workers to attain the  
skills needed to successfully attain two 
NIMS certifications. 

4. Bundled services: Soft skills training is 
hardwired into JARC’s technical training. 
These skills are taught every day. The best 
employment coach is a manufacturing 
instructor from whom students can receive 
constructive criticism.

JARC’s programs are based on four 
interlocking best practices:

CCBC’s Short Term Machine Tool Training Program
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Industry Credentials 
Industry-recognized credentials include 
competency-based certifications that can be 
earned through the National Institute for 
Metalworking Skills (NIMS). NIMS currently 
offers 52 metalworking credentialsx that 
certify an individual’s skills as measured 
against the NIMS Standards. Earning NIMS 
credentials requires a performance test and 
a theory test. The Manufacturing Skills 
Standards Council also offers certifications 
including the Certified Production Technician 
(CPT) that addresses the core technical 
competencies of higher-skilled production 
workers in all sectors of manufacturing.

Industry Credentials
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Advanced Manufacturing Careers 

CNC Machinist Occupations Table 5: Machining Careers

 Entry-Level

Occupation Description Prerequisites

Machinist 
Helper

Machinist Helpers are prospective apprentices. 
The position is usually probationary for 
approximately 3–6 months. During this period 
the employer will determine if the worker 
can learn and apply skills needed to become 
an apprentice. 

Math and reading skills, workforce 
professionalism, and ability to read and 
interpret blueprints.

Machine 
Operator 
(One 
Machine)

This worker is trained to perform operator-level 
tasks on a single machine. The worker receives 
on-the-job training on a machine.

NIMS entry-level credentials, math and 
reading skills. 

Entry-
Level CNC 
Operator 
(Multiple 
Machines)

The operator runs parts on multiple machines. 
Programming is performed by someone else

NIMS entry-level credentials, math and 
reading skills. 

Production 
Assembly

The worker assembles and provides directed 
maintenance on machines.

Maintenance skills or mechanical 
aptitude.

 Experienced

Occupation Description Prerequisites

CNC Set-Up 
Operator

This position requires the ability to perform 
CNC machine set-up and operation. This 
position may also be required to edit 
CNC programs.

2 years related experience
NIMS credentials.

CNC 
Machine 
Programmer

The programmer is responsible for program  
creation and modification. S/he will create  
machine components for first articles or 
production. The programmer/machinist will 
monitor quality by taking measurements, 
detecting malfunctions, troubleshooting 
processes,and adjusting and reprogramming 
control while adhering to quality assurance 
procedures and processes.

3 years related experience, NIMS  
credentials or apprenticeship.

Maintenance 
Machinist

A maintenance machinist sets up and operates 
a variety of machine tools, and fits and 
assembles parts to fabricate or repair machine 
tools and maintain industrial machines, applying 
knowledge of mechanics, shop mathematics, 
metal properties, layout, and machining 
procedures. The worker observes and listens to 
operating machines or equipment to diagnose 
machine malfunction and determine need for 
adjustment or repair.

2–3 years experience, NIMS Credentials

CNC Machinist Occupations
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Occupation Description Prerequisites

Machine 
Mechanic 
Technician

The mechanic technician ensures the operation 
of machinery and mechanical equipment 
by completing preventive maintenance 
requirements on engines, motors, pneumatic 
tools, conveyor systems, and production 
machines; following diagrams, sketches, 
operations manuals, manufacturer’s 
instructions, and engineering specifications; 
troubleshooting malfunctions.

3 years experience, NIMS Credentials

QC Inspector The QC Inspector supervises and controls the 
quality of all work in the shop from the time 
materials come in the door until finished goods 
leave the plant. S/he must create and maintain 
detailed records of all part dimensions, 
precision tool calibration and process 
certifications, and work with both management 
and workers to satisfy customers’ requirements.

3–4 years experience
NIMS Credentials

 Senior Level

Occupation Description Prerequisites

CNC 
Machinist

The CNC machinist can perform all tasks 
for computer numerical control machines to 
fabricate parts. The CNC machinist cycles 
machines and detects malfunctions in machine 
operations, such as worn or damaged cutting 
tools. The position runs production lots, 
communicates with co-workers regarding 
productions runs, and maintains a safe, 
organized and clean work environment.

4–5 years experience
NIMS Credentials

Machinist A machinist has typically completed a machinist 
apprenticeship program and is responsible for 
programming, set-up and operation of CNC 
and conventional machine shop equipment, 
including mill, lathe, and grinding equipment, 
to produce precision parts per drawing and/
or written technical specifications. Machinists 
work under minimal supervision and possess 
advanced technology skills and credentials.

5+ years experience
NIMS Credentials
Completed Apprenticeship 

Tool 
Designer

Tool designers develop manufacturing tooling 
and equipment through the application of 
engineering fundamentals, applied research, 
and Design for Manufacturability (DFM) 
principles. They implement manufacturing 
process and tooling improvements to 
increase production yields and improve 
manufacturing throughput.

5+ years experience
NIMS Credentials
Completed Machinist Apprenticeship 
Enrollment in a Tool Designer 
Apprenticeship
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Advanced Manufacturing Careers 

Occupation Description Prerequisites

Tool Maker A tool maker plans, sets up, and organizes large 
production operations and complex machinery 
construction. S/he often designs and builds 
tooling and fixtures to serve as precision  
production equipment.

5+ years experience
NIMS Credentials
Completed Machinist Apprenticeship 
Enrollment in a Tool & Die Maker 
Apprenticeship

Pattern 
Maker

Metal patternmakers make the models 
that go into molds to be used in castings 
of parts used in manufacturing, like cars 
or military equipment. Patternmakers are 
typically employed at a foundry or for an 
independent shop.

5+ years experience
NIMS Credentials
Completed Apprenticeship 

Die Maker Die makers can design but mostly build and 
finish dies and stamps, “the tooling,” for  
the progressive die and sheet metal  
stamping industry.

5+ years experience
NIMS Credentials
Completed Machinist Apprenticeship 
Enrollment in a Tool & Die Maker 
Apprenticeship

Mold Maker Mold makers can design but typically build and 
finish molding tools for the plastic injection 
molding industry.

5+ years experience
NIMS Credentials
Completed Apprenticeship 

Foreman The foreman supervises and organizes all work 
responsibilities in the plant and coordinates 
services with outside vendors. Works with both 
management and workers to make sure parts 
and services are completed on schedule.

6+ years experience
NIMS Credentials
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Information 
Technology
For decades, the information technology sector has been among Maryland’s 
top growth sectors. Continued investment in cybersecurity for both 
commercial applications and defense has resulted in strong demand for 
cyber professionals, as well as supporting IT professionals across the 
spectrum of IT careers. 

Information Technology
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Information Technology

Most cybersecurity careers require advanced 
education and experience – including a 
bachelor’s or master’s degree coupled with 
extensive knowledge and skills – which 
generally place these STEM careers beyond 
the middle-skill level. However a select set of 
entry-level job openings is available to 
workers without a bachelor’s degree. 
According to the National Cybersecurity 
Workforce Framework (Figure 6), there are 
seven categories of work in the field of 
cybersecurity, and among these are some 
categories that are less cyber-oriented and 
more oriented toward general IT. 

The “Operate and Maintain” category is the 
most accessible field for workers with less 
than a bachelor’s degree. Within the Operate 
and Maintain category, jobs are available that 
focus on the following three specialty areas:

(1) Customer Serv ice  and Technica l 
Suppor t :  These  workers  address 
problems, install, configure, troubleshoot, 
and provide maintenance and training in 
response to customer requirements or 
inquiries (e.g., tiered-level customer support).

(2) Network Services: These workers install, 
configure, test, operate, maintain, and 
manage networks and their firewalls, 
including hardware (e.g., hubs, bridges, 
switches, multiplexers, routers, cables, 
proxy servers, and protective distributor 
systems) and software that permit the 
sharing and transmission of all spectrum 
transmissions of information to support 
t h e  s e c u r i t y  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  a n d 
information systems.

(3) System Administration: These workers 
install, configure, troubleshoot, and 
maintain server configurations (hardware 
and software) to ensure confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability. They also 
manage accounts, firewalls, and patches 
and are responsible for access control, 
passwords ,  and account  c reat ion 
and administration.xii 

Maryland Leads  
in Cybersecurity 
Maryland ranks second in 
the nation for cybersecurity 
job openings per capita 
(i.e. per 10,000 residents) 
and the number of 
cybersecurity job opening 
in Maryland nearly 
doubled from 2007 to 
2013 (94% growth) placing 
Maryland in the top 10 
states nationwide for both 
the number of cybersecurity 
job openings (6th) and the 
number of cybersecurity 
jobs per capita (2nd).xi 
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Figure 6: Career Pathways in Cybersecurity

These sub-spec ia l t ies  cor respond to 
occupations like Computer User Support 
Specialists, Computer Network Support 
Specialists, and Network and Computer 
Systems Administrators. More than half of 
workers in these occupations have an 
associate degree or lower level of educational 
attainment (Figure 7) and a significant number 
have only a high school education. 

In 2014, there were about 16,170 workers in 
the Baltimore region that were employed as 
user support specialists, network support 
specialists, and systems administrators. 
Demand for these workers is growing – in 
2014 there were 9,910 technical support 

workers (customer service and network service 
combined) in the Baltimore region, up 65% 
from 2008 levels. Systems administrator jobs 
are also growing with 6,200 workers in 2014 in 
the Baltimore region, up 33% from 2008 
levels. Wages for computer user support 
specialists in the Baltimore region start at 
about $12 per hour but increase with 
experience, up to mean hourly wages of 
$24.55 per hour in 2014 (See Table 6). Wages 
for network support specialists are higher, 
starting at approximately $20 per hour (mean 
of $34.51 per hour in 2014) and wages for 
systems administrators start at about $25 per 
hour (mean of $45.30 per hour in 2014).
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Information Technology

Figure 7: Educational Attainment of Computer User Support Specialists, Computer 
Network Support Specialists, and Network and Computer System Administrators

Source: Table 111: Educational Attainment for Workers Age 25 and Older, By Detailed Occupation.  Data Source: 2010 and 
2011 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata, U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Census Bureau Table Source: 
Employment Projections program, U.S. Department of Labor, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.  Last Accessed May 2015 at 
http://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_table_111.htm 
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In addition to the more advanced positions available in network 
support and system administration, there are some opportunities 
for workers to enter careers in programming, software 
development, application development, and related coding. For 
workers without a bachelor’s degree, previous experience is one of 
the key factors considered by employers when hiring a candidate. 
Employers report that they look for candidates who have adequate 
experience in the technologies they currently use, broad 
experience in multiple technologies (indicating ability to learn), 
and a strong capacity to creatively and correctly apply technology 
tools to solve complex problems. An analytical aptitude to analyze 
problems, identify the scope of possible solutions, and implement 
the best one is essential to IT employers who need a workforce 
that can learn as technology changes. 
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Table 6: Baltimore-Towson Employment and Wages for Cybersecurity and IT Occupations, 2014

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment Statistics Database 2014

Code Occupation  

Total 
Employees

 2014 Wages 

2014 
Mean 
Hourly 
Wage 

Lower 
10th 

Percentile 

25th 
Percentile Median 

75th 
Percentile 

90th 
Percentile 

15-1151 Computer User Support 
Specialists  6,390 $24.55 11.72 18.28 23.41 29.64 37.08 

15-1152 Computer Network 
Support Specialists 

3,520 $34.51 20.31 25.39 31.79 41.50 52.18 

15-1142 Network and Computer 
Systems Administrators  

6,260 $45.30 25.17 33.36 43.91 56.49 69.00 

  Advanced Occupations 

15-1121 Computer Systems 
Analysts  6,330 $45.17 24.67 32.00 41.56 53.56 69.46 

15-1122 Information Security 
Analysts  

1,590 $50.18 24.58 34.01 47.43 62.50 77.47 

15-1131 Computer Programmers 2,780 $43.31 24.38 32.09 41.25 54.81 66.71 

15-1132 Software Developers, 
Applications 6,810 $54.98 30.84 38.65 52.57 69.97 85.94 

15-1133 Software Developers, 
Systems Soft ware 

7,200 $59.55 34.44 44.96 59.23 73.84 87.31 

15-1134 Web Developers 2,100 $35.99 12.88 14.66 29.09 50.44 77.59 

15-1141 Database 
Administrators 

1,870 $42.81 24.65 31.48 41.59 52.83 66.02 

15-1143 Computer Network 
Architects 2,880 $52.71 27.52 38.55 52.56 65.81 76.09 

15-1199 Computer Occupations, 
All Other 

5,880 $48.32 37.00 42.42 48.99 56.19 61.30 

Information Technology Career Ladders
For workers with limited or no previous IT 
experience or education, an entry-level user 
support technician is the most common point 
of entry into the IT workforce. With experience, 
workers can progress into tiered technical 
support (levels I, II, and III), network support 
(as a network technician, specialist or analyst), 
system administration, or even a specialized 
cybersecurity field such as information 
assurance auditing, forensics, network 
engineering and architecture, or application 
development and programming. 

Certifications are an important credential for 
progressing in IT career ladders. The selection 

of certifications differ by field of work (see 
Figure 8). For most occupations, there are a 
variety of cert ifications avai lable with 
variations driven in part by the technology 
vendor (Microsoft, Oracle, etc.). Table 7 
p rov ides  a  l i s t  o f  the  most -des i red 
certifications requested in job advertisements 
in the Baltimore region. 

Experience in the IT field is even more critical 
for job seekers. Employers in the IT field place 
a very high emphasis on a worker’s previous 
experience in order to determine the ability of 
the individual to work in the needed 
technologies, and to demonstrate their ability 
to learn new ones. 

Information Technology Career Ladders
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Information Technology

Figure 8: Information Technology Career Ladder: 
Occupations and Common Certification Requirements
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Table 7: Certifications and Providers

Certification Name Certification Provider

CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate Cisco

CCNA-
Security

Cisco Certified Network Associate-Security (CCNA-Security) Cisco

iET iET Service Desk Analyst Service Desk Institute

HDI-CSR HDI Customer Service Representative Help Desk Institute (HDI)

MCSA Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA) Microsoft

MCSE Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert (MCSE) Microsoft

MCSD Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer (MCSD) Microsoft

MCITP Microsoft Certified Information Technology Professional Microsoft

RHCE Red Hat Certified Engineer Red Hat

RHCSA Red Hat Certified System Administrator Red Hat

LPIC Linux Server Professional Certification Linux Professional Institute

VCP5-DCV VMware Certified Professional 5 – Data Center Virtualization VMware

CWNA Certified Wireless Network Administrator Certified Wireless Network 
Professional 

Server+ Server+ CompTIA

Linux+ Linux+ CompTIA

A+ A+ IT Fundamentals CompTIA

Security+ Security+ CompTIA

Network+ Network+ CompTIA

CASP CompTIA Advanced Security Practitioner (CASP) CompTIA

CEH Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) EC-Council

ECSA EC-Council Certified Security Analyst EC-Council

CSSLP Certified Software Security Lifecycle Professional (CSSLP) (ISC)2

CISSP ** Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) (ISC)2

ISSAP Information Systems Security Architecture Professional (ISSAP) (ISC)2

ISSEP Information Systems Security Engineering Professional (ISSEP) (ISC)2

SSCP System Security Certified Practitioner (SSCP) (ISC)2

CISA Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) ISACA

GCIA GIAC Certified Intrusion Analyst (GCIA) GIAC

GCED GIAC Certified Enterprise Defender (GCED) GIAC

GCIH GIAC Certified Incident Handler (GCIH) GIAC

GSEC GIAC Security Essentials Certification (GSEC) GIAC

GSNA GIAC Systems and Network Auditor (GSNA) GIAC

C/C++ C/C++ Certified C++ Institute

Python Python Programming Language Proficiency Not a Certification

Java Java Programming Language Proficiency Not a Certification

Notes: CompTIA is the Computing Technology Industry Association, ISACA is the Information Systems Audit and Control 
Association, GIAC is the Global Information Assurance Certification, and Carnegie CERT® refers to the Carnegie Mellon Software 
Engineering Institute CERT®; **CISSP Associate - this means the individual has qualified for the certification except for the number 
of years experience. 
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Entry-Level Employers

Figure 9: Computer User Support Technicians by Industry in the US, 2014

Source: Occupational Employment Statistics Database, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Because of the presence of NSA headquarters, many of the cybersecurity jobs in the Baltimore 
region are for defense contractors or companies directly working for government entities. 
However, entry-level positions as user support technicians are available in a wide variety of 
industries outside of government or government contracting (Figure 9). In particular, the higher 
education sector is a major employer in Baltimore hiring for user support technicians. The 
information sector – including telecommunications service providers – also hire a significant 
number of technical support workers. Workers who are new to the IT industry can gain 
experience in a non-government job before progressing into a higher-paying position in the 
government sector. 

Entry-Level Employers
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Table 8: DoD Directive 5870 Minimum Workforce Certifications and Experience for  
Information Assurance Professionals

Workforce 
Category

Minimum Experience
Baseline Certifications  
(any of the below)

IAT I 0 to 5 years in IA technology or a related field A+ (CE), Network+ (CE), 
SSCP, CCNA-Security

IAT II 3+ years in IA technology or a related field GSEC, Security+ (CE), 
SSCP, CCNA-Security

IAT III
7+ years of experience in AI 
technology or a related field

CISA, GCIH, GCED, CISSP 
(or Associate), CASP

IAM-I 0 to 5 years management experience CAP, GSLC, Security+ (CE)

IAM-II At least 5 years management experience CAP, GSLC, CISM, CASP, 
CISSP (or Associate)

IAM-III At least 10 years management experience GSL, CISM, CISSP (or Associate)

IASAE-I 0 or more years management experience CISSP (or Associate), CASP, CSSLP

IASAE-II At least 5 years management experience CISSP (or Associate), CASP, CSSLP

IASAE-III At least 10 years management experience CISSP-ISSEP, CISSP-ISSAP

CND-A
2+ years experience in CND 
technology or a related field

GCIA, CEH, GCIH

CND-IS
4+ years experience in CND technology 
or network systems technology

SSCP, CEH

Limited Middle-Skill Opportunities 
at Government Contractors
Government integrators play a key role in the 
region’s cybersecurity job market. In 2013, 
9 out of 10 cybersecurity job openings in  
the Baltimore region were at government 
integrators including ManTech International, 
SAIC, Lockheed Martin, General Dynamics, 
Northrop Grumman, CSC, Boeing, Booz  
Allen Hamilton, and L-3 Communications, 
each of which had over 250 job openings in 
cybersecurity at the time of the report. These 
employers must comply with Department of 
Defense Directive 8570xiii for all workers 
employed in an information assurance 
capacity. DoD Directive 8570 defines the 
minimum qualifications for: 

• Information Assurance Technicians (IAT) 
(Levels I, II, and III)

• Information Assurance Managers (IAM) 
(Levels I, II, and III)

• Information Assurance System Architecture 
and Engineering (IASAE) professionals

• Computer Network Defense Service 
Provider (CND-SP) Specialists, including:

▪ Computer Network Defense Analysts 
(CND-A), 

▪ Computer Network Defense Infrastruc-
ture Support workers (CND-IS), 

▪ Computer Network Defense Incident 
Responders (CND-IR), 

▪ Computer Network Defense Auditors 
(CND-AU), and 

▪ Computer Network Defense Service 
Provider Managers (CND-SPM)

For each of these workforce categories, 
specialties, and levels, the DoD identifies a  
set of minimum requirements that includes 
initial training, certifications, years of experi-
ence, background investigation, continuing 
education (CE) requirements, and other 
requirements. The experience and certification 
requirements for the cybersecurity workforce 
are contained in Tables 8 and 9. 

Limited Middle-Skill Opportunities at Government Contractors
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Workforce 
Category

Minimum Experience
Baseline Certifications  
(any of the below)

CND-IR
5+ years experience in CND 
technology or a related field

GCIH, CSIH, CEH, GCFA

CND-AU
2+ years experience in CND 
technology or a related field

CISA, GSNA, CEH

CND-SPM
4+ years experience in CND 
management or a related field

CISSP-ISSMP, CISM

Source: DoD 8570 Information Assurance Workforce Improvement Program

Table 9: Certifications and Providers

Certification Name Certification Provider

CSIH Computer Security Incident Handler (CSIH) Carnegie CERT®

CCNA-
Security

Cisco Certified Network Associate-
Security (CCNA-Security) Cisco

A+ (CE) A+ Continuing Education (CE) CompTIA

Security+ 
(CE)

Security+ Continuing Education (CE) CompTIA

Network+ 
(CE)

Network+ Continuing Education (CE) CompTIA

CASP CompTIA Advanced Security Practitioner (CASP) CompTIA

CEH Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) EC-Council

CISSP ** Certified Information Systems 
Security Professional (CISSP)  (ISC)2

CAP Certification Authorization Professional (CAP) (ISC)2

ISSAP Information Systems Security 
Architecture Professional (ISSAP) (ISC)2

ISSEP Information Systems Security 
Engineering Professional (ISSEP) (ISC)2

ISSMP Information Systems Security 
Management Professional (ISSMP) (ISC)2

SSCP System Security Certified Practitioner (SSCP) (ISC)2

CISM Certified Information Security Manager (CISM) ISACA

CISA Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) ISACA

GCIA GIAC Certified Intrusion Analyst (GCIA) GIAC

GCED GIAC Certified Enterprise Defender (GCED) GIAC

GCFA GIAC Certified Forensic Analyst (GCFA) GIAC

GCIH GIAC Certified Incident Handler (GCIH) GIAC

GSEC GIAC Security Essentials Certification (GSEC) GIAC

GSLC GIAC Security Leadership Certificate (GSLC) GIAC

GSNA GIAC Systems and Network Auditor (GSNA) GIAC

Notes: CompTIA is the Computing Technology Industry Association, ISACA is the Information Systems Audit and Control 
Association, GIAC is the Global Information Assurance Certification, and Carnegie CERT® refers to the Carnegie Mellon Software 
Engineering Institute CERT®; **CISSP Associate - this means the individual has qualified for the certification except for the number 
of years experience.
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Middle-Skill On-Ramps into 
Information Technology Careers 
On-ramps into careers in the IT sector in the 
Baltimore region begin at the high school 
level. Maryland Career Technology Education 
(CTE) offers an Information Assurance (IA) 
program with the following academies:

• Academy of Information Technology  
(IT programming, IT networking, and  
web design)

• Database Academy (Oracle)

• IT Networking Academy (Cisco)

• IT Computer Science and Cybersecurity

Each of these academies prepares students to 
take industry certification exams offered 
through CompTIA, Cisco, Microsoft, and 
Orac le .  In  addi t ion  to  the  academy 
curriculums, Maryland schools are using 
courses and instructional support materials 
developed by CyberWatch, which align to 
international IT standards. 

Several educational and training organizations 
in the region offer on-ramps to adults  
leading to careers in cybersecurity. These 
organizations include:

(1) CyberWorks (www.cyberworksmd.org): 
CyberWorks is an industry-led workforce 
development program designed to help 
Maryland companies fill their cybersecurity 
needs with qualified candidates, while 
simultaneously helping individuals start 
careers and improve Maryland’s economy. 
Students and job seekers interested in 
building a career in cybersecurity or IT can 
benefit from the hands-on, practical work 
experience and the business mentorship 
built into the CyberWorks Model. 

(2) CCBC Institute for Cyber Security  
(www.ccbcmd.edu): The Institute for 
Cyber Security offers a 2-year program 
leading to an Information Systems Security 
Certificate designed to provide the 
knowledge and skills needed to analyze 
secu r i t y  vu lne rab i l i t i e s ,  c rea te  a 

comprehensive incident-response plan, 
and implement the equipment, policies 
and procedures that protect a network 
and its related resources from unautho-
rized intrusion, information damage, or 
theft .  CCBC also offers a General 
Networking Cert ificate to prepare 
students for the A+, Network+ and 
Security+ exams, preparation for the Cisco 
Certified Network Associate (CCNA) 
exam, a Red Hat Certified Technician 
Certificate, and preparation for the 
Microsoft Certified Information Technology 
Professional (MCITP) Certificate. 

(3) Baltimore City Community College 
Cyber Security and Assurance Certificate 
(www.bccc.edu): The program provides 
students with practical experience in 
understanding the threats and dangers, 
security assessments and analysis.  
The program prepares students for  
vendor-specific or commercially available 
security certification. 

(4) Anne Arundel Community College 
Cybersecurity, Forensics, and Network 
Management Program (www.aacc.edu/
computertech/netmang_cert.cfm): This 
program offers nine certificate programs 
including CCNA preparation, Computer 
Network Management, Network Security, 
Advanced Network Security, Server 
Administration and Security, a Unix/Linux 
System Administrator Option, Advanced 
Cyber Forensics Cert ificate, and a  
Network Operating Systems Letter of 
Recognition. Three Associate of Applied 
Science Degree Options are offered 
including Information Assurance and 
Cybersecurity; Information Assurance  
and Cyber Forensics; and Computer 
Network Management. 

(5) Digit All Systems (DAS) is a nonprofit 
organization committed to bridging the 
digital divide by expanding technology  
to everyone. DAS teaches coding and 
cyber security boot camps and provides 
certification testing. 

Middle-Skill On-Ramps into Information Technology Careers
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(6) U M B C  C y b e r s e c u r i t y  A c a d e m y 
(www.umbctraining.com/cybersecurity): 
UMBC Training Centers provide highly 
focused skills training and practical 
experience to address the cyber workforce 
training needs of the mil i tary,  the 
intelligence community, federal civilian 
agencies, and the commercial sector. 
Cybersecur i ty  Academy cert ificate 
programs combine multiple skills training 
and hands-on problem solving guided by 
expert instructors to create high-impact 
learning. The skills mastered in these 
programs prepare participants with 
immediate, on-the-job effectiveness to 
tackle real-world situations. The certificate 
programs were designed by UMBC 
Training Centers in collaboration with 
senior executives and technical staff from 
the Department of Defense (DoD), leading 
government contractors, and Fortune 
500 companies.

Advancement in the IT Field
Cybersecurity professionals have a variety of 
career options and specializations available to 
them ranging from operations to systems 
engineering and architecture, to programming 
and development, and other fields. The keys 
to advancement are certifications and 
experience. Each path requires a combination 
of information assurance certifications (e.g. 
CompTIA Security+, Certified Information 
Systems Security Professional (CISSP), etc.) as 
wel l  as  vendor-spec ific  cer t ificat ions 
(Microsoft, Red Hat, Oracle, etc.). 

Advancement in the IT Field
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Design and 
Construction
Construction trades such as plumbing, electrical, carpentry, and HVAC are the 
most common entry-point into the construction industry. Apprenticeships in 
these fields have long required math skills and the ability to work with new 
construction technologies as they are introduced. Skills gained through an 
apprenticeship training program can also prepare workers for more advanced 
middle-skill STEM careers in the construction field, such as construction 
health, safety, and environmental (HSE) technicians. New building and 
design processes, such as Building Information Modeling (BIM) is driving the 
creation of new BIM occupations across the architectural, engineering and 
construction fields.

Design and Construction
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There are over 700 health, safety and 
envi ronmental  (HSE)  technic ians and 
specialists working in the Baltimore region 
and ongoing changes  in  sa fety  and 
environmental standards continue to drive 
demand for workers who can help construction 
firms to comply with regulation and assure 
safe working conditions at job sites.

BIM occupations are needed across both the 
design and construction fields and are 
emerging at all levels of the design-build 
industry including:

• Architectural firms; 

• Structural engineers;

• Mechanical, electrical, and plumbing 
(MEP) engineers;

• General contractors; and

• Commercial and industrial subcontractors.

Across the design fields (architecture and 
engineering), a growing number of legacy 
architectural and civil engineering drafter 
positions are being transitioned into BIM 
modeler or coordinator positions. Construction 
companies and subcontractors are also in 
need of BIM professionals who can work on 
BIM models and estimate costs within a BIM 
framework. Altogether, in the Baltimore 
region there are over 3,000 cost estimators 
and architectural and civil drafters, many of 
whom will transition into increasingly high-
tech positions that require the skills to work in 
BIM software such as REVIT. 

On average, across the Baltimore region, 
workers in high tech careers in HSE, cost 
estimating, and drafting earned average 
wages in excess of $27 per hour. The minimum 
educa t iona l  requ i rements  fo r  these 
occupations begin with a certificate or 
associate degree in a relevant field. Middle-
skill career paths into these occupations  
are most  access ib le  to workers  wi th 
progressive levels of experience in the 
construction industry or a bachelor’s degree  
in an architectural, engineering, HSE, or 
construction management field. 

Design and Construction

“Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a 
digital representation of physical and 
functional characteristics of a facility. A BIM is a 
shared knowledge resource for information 
about a facility forming a reliable basis for 
decisions during its lifecycle; defined as 
exist ing from earl iest conception to 
demolition.” -US National Building Information 
Model Standard Project Committee

Traditionally, building design was reliant on 
2D and 3D drawings. Building Information 
Modeling extends beyond 3D, augmenting 
the spatial dimensions with 4D-time and 
5D-cost dimensions. BIM represents a 
design as a combination of “objects” that 
have geometry, relationships and attributes 
that allow for different views of a building 
model including its structure, equipment, 
and other objects within a place. BIM 
enables architectural and engineering 
des ign  p ro fess iona l s ,  cons t ruc t ion 
professionals and subcontractors to share a 
single multi-layered virtual information 
model that reduces information loss and 
provides extensive information to owners of 
complex structures. 

About Building Information  
Modeling (BIM)
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Table 10:  Baltimore-Towson Employment and Wages for 
Middle-Skill STEM Occupations in Construction, 2014

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment Statistics Database 2014

Code Occupation  

Total 
Employees  2014 Wages 

2014 
Mean 
Hourly 
Wage 

Lower 
10th 

Percentile 

25th 
Percentile Median 

75th 
Percentile 

90th 
Percentile 

13-1051 Cost Estimators 2,610 34.07 19.62 25.14 32.57 40.12 49.45 

29-9011 
Occupational Health and 
Safety Specialists  610 43.17 21.09 26.85 34.46 43.63 60.97 

29-9012 
Occupational Health and 
Safety Technicians  

120 28.01 18.06 24.06 27.16 31.30 36.82 

17-3011 Architectural and Civil 
Drafters 

480 27.72 17.83 23.70 27.25 32.06 37.29 

Figure 10: Middle-Skill STEM Career Pathways – Design and Construction
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Getting Started in a Construction Trade
For workers with limited or no experience, 
construction trades and apprenticeships are a 
common point of entry to gain construction 
training and experience. There are several 
training programs that prepare workers to begin 
apprenticeships in the construction sector. 

• JumpStart is a 13-week pre-apprenticeship 
in the building trades focused on helping 
disadvantaged Baltimore City residents 
obtain careers in the construction industry. 
The Job Opportunit ies Task Force  
manages the program and participants 
ea r n  a  CPR/F i r s t  A id  and  OSHA 
certification. Entrance requirements 
include a diploma or GED, 8th grade 
reading ability, and physical ability to work 
in the construction industry.

• The Community College of Baltimore 
County (CCBC) offers a Construction 
Apprenticeship Preparation ACE program 
whe re  s tuden t s  rece i ve  i ndus t r y 
certifications and become qualified to 
apply to an apprenticeship or work in the 
construction industry in plumbing, 
electrical, and carpentry fields. Tuition 
ranges from $1,400 to $3,000.

• Group Ministries Baltimore CDC offers job 
training to prepare students to achieve 
pre-apprentice status in occupations such 
as plumbers, electricians and carpenters. 

• Baltimore Center for Green Careers 
( B C G C )  p r o v i d e s  s t u d e n t s  w i t h 

cons t ruc t ion  t r a i n ing ,  pa id  work 
experience, and specialized certifications 
specific to energy retrofit tasks. After initial 
placement, graduates may return to 
BCGC for incumbent worker training 
designed to help them advance in 
their careers.

After completion of a pre-apprenticeship 
training program, workers are ready to apply 
for an apprenticeship. Apprenticeship training 
in Baltimore is available through several 
apprenticeship-training organizations. 
Apprenticeships typically last for 3–4 years 
with a combination of classroom and hands-on 
experience while workers earn wages. 

Training to Progress into STEM 
Construction Careers
Anne Arundel Community College and 
Community College of Baltimore County 
(CCBC) each offer certificates and associate 
degrees in construction management (with a 
focus on cost estimation and BIM). CCBC, 
Anne Arundel Community College, and Johns 
Hopkins University each offer degrees in 
occupational health and safety ranging from 
certificate level to Master’s degree levels (for 
occupational hygiene). Programs in drafting 
typically lead to a certificate or associate 
degree and are offered by CCBC, Baltimore 
City Community College, Anne Arundel 
Community College, Harford Community 
College, and Howard Community College. 

Design and Construction

Getting Started in a Construction Trade
Training to Progress into STEM Construction Careers
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Certifications
Certifications in these fields typically require a combination of training or education plus years 
of experience.

Table 11: Relevant Certifications in Cost Estimation, Health and Safety and Drafting

Cost Estimation  Health and Safety Architectural/Civil Drafting  

• Certificate in Construction Estimating 
(ASPE)  

• Certified Cost Technician (AACEI)  
• Certified Cost Professional (AACEI)  
• Certified Estimating Professional 

(AACEI)  

• Associate Safety Professional 
(BCSP)  

• Certified Safety Professional 
(BCSP)  

• Occupational Health and Safety 
Technologist (BCSP)  

• Construction Health and Safety 
Technician (BCSP)  

• Certified Drafter (ADDA) 
• Certified Design Drafter (ADDA)  

Sources: Career Paths in Safety (http://www.bcsp.org/Portals/0/Assets/PDF/Career-Paths-In-Safety.pdf); 
AACEI Certifications (http://www.aacei.org/cert/whatCertOffers.shtml); American Society of Professional Estimators 
(http://www.aspenational.org/Certification_UnderstandingTheCP.aspx#.VWUHs2TBzGc); and 
ADDA (http://www.adda.org/index.php/professional/professional-certification). 

The Maryland Center for Construction Education and Innovation at Towson University has 
implemented BIM training for experienced workers in the construction industry. The program 
provides the skills and training needed for workers with architectural and civil drafting experience, 
construction project management, and cost estimating experience to gain BIM software 
knowledge and expertise. 

BIM Occupations Table 12: BIM Careers

Occupation Description Prerequisites

BIM Technician
(Design)

BIM technicians perform modeling within 
a single discipline (architectural, structural, 
MEP, or civil engineering). BIM technicians 
are production-level design professionals 
who detail and materialize conceptual 
design ideas into BIM models, designs, 
engineering and documentation that 
contractors can build from.

• High School Diploma.
• Certificate or associate degree that 

includes BIM training/education.
• Significant previous experience 

in an architectural or engineering 
design field. 

• Strong interdisciplinary understanding 
of both design and construction. 
BIM requires project production staff 
to understand of how a building is 
supposed to come together. This 
changes the roles, responsibilities and 
placement of BIM staff on projects, as 
well as the need for mentoring from 
senior to junior staff.

Certifications
BIM Occupations
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Occupation Description Prerequisites

BIM Modeler
(Construction)

Performs BIM construction design for  
general contractor or subcontractors.  
This can include development of BIM 
objects for HVAC and other equipment, 
process piping, structural elements 
or equipment. The BIM modeler 
performs tasks in RIVIT/Autodesk 
CAD, communicates with other design 
professionals, and troubleshoots problems. 

• Significant construction experience – 
some positions require previous project 
management experience. 

• Certificate or associate degree that 
includes BIM training/education

• Strong communication skills.

BIM Cost 
Estimator

Integrates and performs cost estimation 
within a BIM process. The BIM cost  
estimator is able to work within BIM  
software tools. 

• 5+ years of construction experience 
with 2+ years of cost estimation 
experience.

• Certificate or training in software used 
to drive BIM process

BIM Coordinator The BIM coordinator performs modeling 
in one or multiple disciplines. They are 
responsible for BIM content development, 
liaising with corporate support, 
coordination and collaboration with clients, 
partners, and internal staff, and introductory  
drawing coordination. 

• 5+ years of drafting experience and  
2+ years of BIM technician experience 
in one or more disciplines.

• Ability to manage people, projects, 
budgets, and administrative tasks.

BIM Job 
Captain/Model 
Manager

BIM Job Captains must understand 
the business thoroughly. They manage 
the process of virtually constructing a 
building and documenting the design 
contract documents accurately. This 
encompasses managing a team of 
production professionals, designers and 
technicians of multiple disciplines and 
own the construction-documents set 
through as-built submittals. They lead 
model management, BIM planning, 
and collaboration and coordination on 
projects. The position becomes the “go-
to” person on the project for modeling, 
documentation and verifying design intent 
during construction design phase.

• 5+ years project management 
experience.

• Ability to produce construction 
documents in one or more disciplines.

• Ability to lead and coordinate the 
production of construction documents.

• High-level communication skills and 
ability to lead BIM coordination  
meetings across all disciplines,  
fostering teamwork.

• Ability to perform clash-detection  
and conflict resolution.

• Ability to manage and perform 
administration of a BIM database.

BIM Manager/ 
Director

This senior leadership role assumes the 
overall vision responsibility of working 
with stakeholders within a firm to 
oversee the planning, strategizing and 
deployment of a healthy cultural and 
technology driven BIM implementation. 
The role requires interconnected high-
level skills including leadership, sales, 
technology competencies, and a detailed 
and comprehensive understanding 
of the business. 

• 10 years of experience in a construction 
or design discipline.

• Leadership skills in management and 
marketing (creating BIM marketing 
material, images, or animations).

• 2+ years of BIM content management, 
creation, and approval experience.

• Ability to establish documented 
processes, procedures and workflows.

• Ability to operate and manage of  
BIM and design/engineering  
software tools.

• A proactive approach and learning of 
new technology software.
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Healthcare and 
Medical Records
The healthcare industry accounts for over one in five high-STEM jobs in the 
U.S. (see Figure 12) and over 30,000 workers in the Baltimore region are 
employed in middle-skill STEM health technician occupations (see Table 13). 
Baltimore’s robust healthcare industry offers many career pathways  
into middle-skill STEM jobs. For workers with a GED or high school  
diploma, entry-level positions are available for transporters, dietary aids,  
laundry workers, material handlers, and environmental services aids.

Healthcare and Medical Records
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These positions pay entry-level wages near $8 to $9 per hour and receive on-the-job training. 
With experience and additional training, workers can advance into careers such as a pharmacy 
technician, central sterile technician, radiology specialist, or surgical technologist. These 
positions pay entry-level wages of $10–$13 per hour. Other middle-skill STEM occupations in 
the healthcare industry include lab technicians, medical technologists, paramedics, EMTs, other 
health technicians, and medical records technicians.

Figure 11: STEM Healthcare and Health Records Career Pathways
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Healthcare and Medical Records
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Figure 12: Share of US Jobs that are “High-STEM,” by Occupation

Source: The Hidden STEM Economy (Brookings, 2013)
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Table 13: Baltimore-Towson Employment and Wages for 
Middle-Skill STEM Occupations in Healthcare, 2014

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment Statistics Database 2014

Code Occupation  

Total 
Employees  

2014 Wages 

2014 
Mean 
Hourly 
Wage 

Lower 
10th 

Percentile 

25th 
Percentile Median 

75th 
Percentile 

90th 
Percentile 

29-2052 Pharmacy Technicians  2,910 15.25 10.09 12.08 15.40 17.78 20.68 

29-2051 Dietetic Technicians 170 17.57 11.26 13.22 16.79 21.12 23.72 

29-2012 
Medical and Clinical 
Laboratory Technicians  4,040 17.67 12.48 13.98 16.60 19.91 24.08 

29-2053 Psychiatric Technicians  160 18.86 12.35 14.65 17.84 21.68 26.78 

29-2057 
Ophthalmic Medical 
Technicians  270 19.16 14.05 16.18 19.07 22.16 24.07 

29-2041 
Emergency Medical 
Technicians and Paramedics  

3,030 19.93 12.14 14.08 18.70 25.35 29.56 

29-2055 Surgical Technologists 1,000 22.05 13.99 17.29 22.22 26.68 29.35 

29-2071 
Medical Records and Health 
Information Technicians  2,470 22.37 13.26 16.37 21.74 27.79 33.49 

29-2099 Health Technologists and 
Technicians, All Other 

1,990 22.51 13.20 15.85 21.33 28.01 33.48 

29-2061 
Licensed Practical and 
Licensed Vocational Nurses  5,790 24.26 18.16 20.75 24.23 27.88 30.78 

29-2011 
Medical and Clinical 
Laboratory Technologists 

2,330 27.30 18.61 21.29 26.30 33.49 37.81 

29-2054 Respiratory Therapy 
Technicians  

** 27.48 21.64 25.36 27.73 30.09 34.76 

29-2034 Radiologic Technologists 1,990 30.27 21.06 25.92 30.38 35.31 39.69 

29-2031 Cardiovascular Technologists 
and Technicians  

620 30.76 16.02 23.82 31.56 38.28 44.63 

29-2032 
Diagnostic Medical 
Sonographers 600 34.21 26.03 29.57 34.06 39.36 44.62 

29-2035 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
Technologists 

400 36.08 30.21 32.33 35.64 40.28 45.69 

29-2052 Pharmacy Technicians  2,910 15.25 10.09 12.08 15.40 17.78 20.68 

29-2051 Dietetic Technicians 170 17.57 11.26 13.22 16.79 21.12 23.72 

Earnings
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Getting Started in a STEM 
Healthcare Career
Baltimore Alliance for Careers in Healthcare 

The Balt imore All iance for Careers in 
Healthcare (BACH) is the leading workforce 
development organization managing a talent 
development pipel ine for Balt imore’s 
healthcare industry. BACH works with a variety 
of education partners to deliver training for 
health technician careers including Baltimore 
City Community College, Community College 
of Baltimore County, Stevenson University 
and the Baltimore City Public School System. 
Partnerships with Maryland’s hospital system 
bring employers to the table and partnerships 
for scholarships and student financial 
assistance bring resources to workers 
interested in receiving training for these 
careers. BACH also offers wrap-around 
support services to increase success in  
career training and advancement. These 
services include:

• Career Coaching: BACH contributes to 
the salaries of career coaches in grantee 
hospitals in an effort to improve retention 
and advancement of frontline workers in 
entry-level skilled positions.

• Career Mapping: BACH diagrams career 
opportunities in Baltimore hospitals and 
outlines the education and experience 
needed for advancement or entry into 
particular healthcare occupations. 

• Pre-Allied Health Bridge Program: 
Through its partnerships with hospitals 
and training providers BACH trains 
incumbent employees and job seekers 
interested in the healthcare field, and 
those  who  a l so  need  shor t - te r m 
remediation for pre-college level courses. 

• BACH Fellows Program: The program 
provides rising high school seniors a six-
week, career-building workshop and paid 
work experience in a hospital setting. The 
initiative is designed to help allied health 
students focus their careers and plan a 
path to college or the workplace.

Local Healthcare Training and  
Education Providers

In addition to the community colleges, several 
key training partners are active in the 
healthcare field offering certification in many 
fields. These providers prepare workers for a 
many different middle-skill positions outlined 
in Table 14. 

Healthcare and Medical Records

Getting Started in a STEM Healthcare Career
Baltimore Alliance for Careers in Healthcare
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Table 14: Training Providers in Baltimore’s Healthcare Industry

 C
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American Health Career Institute         

American Red Cross         

Caroline Center         

Maryland Healthcare Training Center         

Gandhi Health Career Services         

Health Focus Inc.          

It Works Learning Center, Inc.         

St. Vincent de Paul         

Stein Academy         

Vision Applied Health Institute         

CCBC         
Baltimore City Community College         

Source: TrainBaltimore.com
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Biosciences 
Careers
There are over 6,300 laboratory technicians and technologists working in the 
Baltimore region, nearly double the number in 2007. The region’s growing 
research sector has created ongoing demand for these workers as generalists. 
The robust medical research capacity in the region also creates ongoing 
demand for workers in specialized fields such as a histology technician or 
pathology assistant.

Biosciences Careers
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Figure 13: STEM Career Pathways in Biosciences

 

• High school diploma/GED 
• Pass placement tests (math, reading, and science skills) 
• Pass an in-person interview 
• Pass a criminal background check 
• Completion of 6-month BTI training program or possess similar credential 
• Reliable Transportation 

 

Entry
Requirements

High Wage
$25-$50

per hour

Mid Wage
$16-$25

per hour

Entry Level
Wage

$12-$15
per hour

With
Bachelor’s

Degree

With
Associate’s

Degree

Laboratory 
Assistant 

Phlebotomist 

Laboratory 
Technician 

Clinical 
Laboratory 
Technician 

Histology 
Technician 

Research 
Technician 

Clinical 
Laboratory 
Scientist 

Clinical/  
Medical 

Technologist 

Forensic 
Scientist  

Program. The BioSTART component of the 
BTI curriculum consists of a 6-week bridge 
program designed to advance participants’ 
knowledge in basic math, communication, 
and profess ional  development,  each 
presented in the context of the biosciences 
industry. Upon completion of BioSTART pre-
training, participants progress onto the more 
technical hands-on bench skil ls in the 
Laboratory Associate Program, which includes 
classroom instruction, hands on laboratory 
training, guest speakers for the bioscience 
industry and a 100-hour internship at an area 
bioscience employer.

Starting a Career as a 
Laboratory Assistant
The BioTechnical Institute of Maryland (BTI) 
offers tuition-free training to Baltimore City 
residents who are high school graduates or 
have earned their G.E.D. BTI’s Laboratory 
Associates program spans six months and 
participants must make the commitment to 
attend classes, study, be actively involved in 
their academic success, and complete a 
100-hour paid internship.

BTI training begins with BioSTART and 
progresses onto the Laboratory Associates 

Starting a Career as a Laboratory Assistant
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Biosciences Careers

Career Progression
Graduates from the Laboratory Associates 
program can begin entry-level laboratory 
assistant positions that pay between $12 and 
$14 per hour. In addition, phlebotomists are 
also qualified to move into a laboratory 
assistant position. 

With experience, workers can move into 
higher-responsibility positions including a 
laboratory technician position. With an 
associate degree workers can progress into a 
more senior laboratory technologist position, 
progressing into work in a research setting or 
transferring into a medical laboratory setting. 
Additional positions as a research scientist are 
available with a bachelor’s degree. 

Table 15: Baltimore-Towson Employment and Wages for 
Middle-Skill STEM Occupations in Biosciences, 2014

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment Statistics Database 2014

Code Occupation  

Total 
Employees  

2014 Wages 

2014 
Mean 
Hourly 
Wage 

Lower 
10th 

Percentile 

25th 
Percentile Median 

75th 
Percentile 

90th 
Percentile 

31-9097 Phlebotomists 920 17.68  14.43 15.63 17.21 18.92 22.22 

29-2012 Medical and Clinical 
Laboratory Technicians  4,040 17.67 12.48 13.98 16.60 19.91 24.08 

29-2011 
Medical and Clinical 
Laboratory Technologists 2,330 27.30 18.61 21.29 26.30 33.49 37.81 

19-1042 
Medical Scientists  
(Except Epidemiologists) 3,080 37.32 20.71 25.28 33.10 47.08 58.52 

 

Career Progression
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Recommendations
A 2011 National Academies Summitxiv identified two key 
challenges for workforce development in STEM careers:
• Overcoming students’ inadequate academic preparation;
• Aligning STEM education with workforce demands 

and practice.
Through interviews with employers, several of the same 
themes emerged regarding areas where workforce 
development organizations in the Baltimore region can 
play a more effective role in the talent development 
pipeline for Baltimore’s STEM careers. 

Recommendations
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Career Pathways
Stronger career pathways are needed to help low-skilled adults progress directly into middle-skill 
careers in IT, energy, and manufacturing sectors. Existing career pathways in healthcare can be 
expanded to better support advancement and upgrade skills for workers who want to progress 
from non-STEM into higher-paid STEM occupations. While each of the STEM sectors identified 
in this study are served by organizations providing training or other services, interviews with 
employers and a scan of the region suggests that there are more opportunities to develop 
cohesive career pathway approaches leading directly to entry-level placements in these 
industries and stronger career advancement. 

As STEM careers grow in demand, Baltimore will need a stronger focus on STEM career 
development that is inclusive of middle-skill STEM. Programs like JARC, BTI, BACH, and 
JumpStart have demonstrated that Baltimore can create a realistic talent development pipeline 
that lifts low-income workers into entry-level careers but more STEM-oriented workforce 
development strategies are needed to move workers toward a family-supporting wage. In order 
to help people gain access to the region’s growing STEM opportunities, the Baltimore region is 
in need of career pathways that are: 

• Sector-based and employer-led;

• Provide wrap-around support services to overcome barriers; and

• Create simple, stackable credentials that lead directly to entry-level placements.

Career Pathways

Recommendations

$
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Basic Skills Upgrading
Many of Baltimore’s education-driven workforce programs lack curriculum focused on upgrading 
remedial math and reading skills to an acceptable level for most entry level positions. Best 
practices in this area are emerging with some workforce development organizations. JOTF’s 
JumpStart construction training uses contextual learning (i.e. learning math for construction) 
while JARC’s simulated work teaches math needed in manufacturing careers, and accelerated 
learning models implemented by Year Up allows students to begin earning college credits while 
upgrading their skills. But basic skills training is less integrated in training programs in the 
healthcare, biosciences, IT, and energy sectors. Not all training programs have implemented 
strategies that help workers overcome basic skills barriers – barriers that must be overcome to 
progress into STEM careers. 

Bridging Gaps with Support Services
Beyond skills deficiencies, the Opportunity Collaborative identified a set of inter-connected 
barriers that keep low-income people from accessing middle-skill STEM careers. Low-skilled and 
low-income workers need access to affordable child care, job-readiness training, and the 
support and coaching necessary to build networks. Many employers report that workforce 
readiness (professionalism) remains a problem among workers they hire. Several employers 
reported that they provide the technical STEM skills training needed for entry-level positions but 
many new hires have problems reporting to work on time, communicating professionally with 
peers and supervisors, or maintaining other positive work habits. There is a social contextualization 
for this conduct that shifts the paradigm from soft skills training to addressing impact behaviors 
that are a barrier to success. 

Keeping the social context in mind, some workers face barriers such as a criminal record, lack of 
personal transportation, or lack of affordable housing. Many of the Baltimore region’s high-tech 
jobs in IT and cybersecurity are located outside of Baltimore City in Howard and Anne Arundel 
counties. Stronger connections between affordable housing and jobs – either through more 
accessible transit service, access to a vehicle, or through housing development in growing job 
centers – are needed to help Baltimore residents access many of the region’s IT and high-tech 
careers. Wrap-around support services are needed to help workers manage their basic needs, 
overcome these barriers, and sustain progress toward self-sufficiency. 

Basic Skills Upgrading
Bridging Gaps with Support Services
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Gaining Experience to Enter or Progress into STEM Positions
Stronger Pathways for Advancement
A Stronger Employer Value Proposition and Greater Employer 

Leadership

Gaining Experience to Enter or Progress into STEM Positions
For several of the middle-skill STEM career paths, there are high barriers at the point of the first 
entry-level position, or for progression or advancement from non-STEM into STEM positions. 
For many STEM positions, a bachelor’s degree is preferred and work experience can sometimes 
offset the need for a bachelor’s degree. For entry-level workers without a bachelor’s degree, 
entrance into middle-skill STEM positions can seem difficult or impossible without experience. 
Workforce development organizations and higher education institutions can help to bridge this 
gap for workers by designing programs that give workers experience. Simulated work 
environments, on-the-job training, internships, apprenticeships, strategies to build work 
portfolios and other experience-giving models are essential for workers without a bachelor’s 
degree to be competitive for middle-skill STEM positions. Existing resources can also be 
braided together to give workers experience. For instance the National Emergency Grant 
On-the-Job (OJT) Training Program offers Baltimore region employers a unique opportunity to 
hire screened applicants, while saving a substantial amount of money on training costs. These 
opportunities could be leveraged alongside new U.S. Department of Labor Workforce Innovation 
and Opportunity Act training dollars that are designed to provide skills training for youth who 
are disconnected from work and school. At the same time, more can also be done to give 
experienced workers in construction, healthcare, energy, IT, and other fields the skills and STEM-
specific experience needed for middle-skill STEM positions. 

Stronger Pathways for Advancement
For some employers, human resource policies can exclude non-bachelor’s level candidates from 
a STEM position. For instance, some companies have separate career paths for incumbent 
workers with and without a bachelor’s degree. Workers with a bachelor’s degree can directly 
enter STEM positions while workers without a bachelor’s degree can not progress up into 
middle-skill STEM positions, even if they have demonstrated ability to learn through their 
previous experience or through increasingly higher-skilled positions. 

There is an opportunity for workforce development organizations and employers to work 
together to provide the bridging needed for experienced workers to progress into higher-skilled 
STEM positions. In some cases, this may be achieved through targeted training for specific 
technologies. Other positions require higher-level critical thinking skills that are developed 
through a bachelor’s degree. For these positions, workforce development organizations, colleges, and 
employers can partner to develop college access and support systems that allow incumbent workers 
to attain a bachelor’s degree. 

A Stronger Employer Value Proposition and Greater Employer Leadership
Nationally, some of the most successful STEM workforce development programs are focusing 
increasingly on their value proposition to employers. IT training programs like Year Up develop 
strong partnerships with employers to train workers for direct placement in paid internships and 
full-time jobs. Unlike the traditional educational system in which a student and/or the state pay 
for education of the worker, emerging STEM programs are increasingly employer-funded. These 
programs are designed to deliver value to employers as well as workers, and a portion of their 
operations are based on fees they collect from businesses for the services they deliver. 

Recommendations
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As the needs for a STEM workforce increases, there is more that employers can do to leverage 
and influence the STEM-based workforce resources that exist and assure that their hiring and 
staffing needs are met. Sector-based partnerships between employers and established 
workforce training and development organizations that recruit, train, and support new hires are 
growing in this region. Innovative and forward-thinking STEM employers have an opportunity to 
partner with workforce organizations to train their incumbent workers by providing career 
coaching and training in order to develop a pipeline and ensure that there is a highly effective 
and productive workforce. 
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Boost Awareness and Realistic Access to Middle-Skill STEM Careers
More can be done to boost awareness of STEM careers with youth – especially so-called 
“opportunity youth” who are disconnected from school and work – and among adults looking 
for careers that pay a family-supporting wage. In addition to lacking resources, many low-income 
people lack awareness of STEM careers. They need better access to the knowledge of how to 
move into these careers and ways to build the personal or professional networks needed to get 
hired once qualified. As new STEM careers emerge within each industry sector, industry-based 
workforce development organizations can do more to help people matriculating into non-STEM 
entry-level training positions to gain an awareness of STEM careers within their industry and the 
pathways into these careers.

Recommendations

Boost Awareness and Realistic Access to Middle-Skill STEM Careers
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i American Community Survey, 5 Year Estimates, 2009 – 2013, Populations 25 and Over

ii The Hidden STEM Economy, Bookings (2013)

iii The Hidden STEM Economy, Bookings (2013)

iv Nationally, growth in STEM employment increased at three times the rate of the  
growth of non-STEM employment between 2000 and 2010, and projections of  
future growth in STEM occupations by the Bureau of Labor Statistics predict that  
growth in STEM occupations will continue to outpace non-STEM employment.  
For more information, see STEM: Good Jobs Now and in the Future, US Department  
of Commerce. Last Accessed May 2015 at http://www.esa.doc.gov/sites/default/files/
stemfinalyjuly14_1.pdf

v The living wage is based on the 2015 Massachusetts Institute of Technology Wage 
Calculator for a single adult with one child living in Baltimore City  
(http://livingwage.mit.edu/counties/24510)

vi See The Hidden STEM Economy, Baltimore-Towson MD Metropolitan Area Profile.  
Last Accessed May 2015 at www.brookings.edu/~/media/Research/Reports/ 
2013/06/10%20stem%20economy%20rothwell/pdf/Baltimore_Towson_MD.pdf 

vii The Critical Path Positioning Maryland as an Innovation Leader in the  
Global Construction Industry

viii See http://www.miat.edu/energy-technician/energy-technician-program/
wind-technicians/

ix More information on the CCBC Machine Tooling Program can be found at  
www.ccbcmd.edu/Programs-and-Courses-Finder/program/cnc-machinist-certificate

x A list of NIMS credentials can be downloaded at https://www.nims-skills.org/c/
document_library/get_file?folderId=230729&name=DLFE-3702.pdf 

xi Source: Burning Glass, StateStat. Last Accessed May, 2015 at  
http://news.maryland.gov/statestat/2014/04/28/maryland-ranks-second-in-the- 
nation-for-cybersecurity-jobs-per-capita/ 

xii See National Cybserscutiry Workforce Framework for additional description of  
these sub-categories. 

xiii See http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/857001m.pdf  

xiv The national academies of science, engineering and medicine.
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